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LOTUS COMPONENTS
PREFERRED
"Radio for the Million" Circuits are prepared by technical

experts and show great

skill

and care.

Only the best components
are good enough, and that is
" Lotus" Terminal
Valve Holder, 2;5
" Lotus"

Single Coil
Block, 8d.

why "Lotus" Valve Holders,
Jacks, Switches and Plugs are
used.

By using substitutes the same
good results are not guaranteed.
"Lotus" Plug,
2/.

" Lotus" Double -pole
Dcuble- throw Jack
Switch,

4/ -

Specify

minus
COMPONENTS

Lotus" Single
Filament Jack, 216

and you get the best

GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD.
Lotus Works, Broadgreen Road, Liverpool.
J. C..4, S.
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A
Each musical instrument
retains its characteristics,
each voice its individuality.

There is no unnatural
accentuation of the treble, no

Jacobean " Oak Model £6 : 10 : 0
Otlacr models from £3 : 15 : 0

deliberate emphasis of the
bass, no artificial " sharpness " or " mellowness " in
the new AMPLION CONE

The

AMPLON
CONE SPEAKER

SPEAKER just a faithful

has the following outstanding features :--

rendering of notes and tones.

G. An adjustable unit of improved type, remark-

ably sensitive and efficient, yet robust.

C. A cone diaphragm made, not of paper, but
of

strong

seamless

material, acoustically

correct and entirely impervious to changes

in temperature and climate-a vital point.
G. A system of construction which possesses
all the qualities inherent to cone speakers
without any of the common defects, thus
For the listener who requires an inexpensive loud
speaker of the " horn -reflector " type there is the
Amplion " Cabinette," an attractive model with a
reproduction somewhat reminiscent of that

usually associated with the famous Amplion
" Dragon " Loud Speakers.

affording extraordinarily lifelike and natural
results.

lg. A carefully considered and well balanced
design such as to eliminate the necessity for
a special amplifier ; in effect the AMPLION
CONE gives --on any ordinary receiving setremarkable fidelity in reproduction.

Model
AR.100.

. Jacobean"
Oak Finish
£3.3.0.
Model
AR.100.M.

Polished
Dark
Mahogany
£3.15.0.

Announcement of Graham Amplion Limited, 25, Septic Row, London, W. x.

rew
Ala4orit
Ike
Speatiel'
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Cossor

-the really strong Valve
essential for all Portable Receivers
1F you own a portable Wireless Set you need robust
valves. The ordinary valve with its delicate gossamer -like filament

is much too fragile to resist

An accidental Mow and its life is
ended. But fortunately for those who enjoy their
Radio music in the open air Cossor has invented a
hard knocks.

filament which is practically unbreakable. The Cossor

Kalenised filament is so tough that even after 12
Cossor Valves were hurled 600 feet from an aeroevery filament was found to be intact.
Such a dramatic test had never before been attempted
in the history of Radio. It proves once and for all

plane

that the Cossor Kalenised filament is the strongest
in the world. Remember this when you buy your
next valves -whether you want them for a portable
Set or not. After all, every man wants long service
from his valves-and the Cossor user gets it ever.:c. time.

Full range

for 2 volt
yolt & 6 -volt

Accumulators

Co ssor

-the melody maker
Adz'c)liscinciti of A. C. Cossor, Led., Ilt&hbury Grove, N.5.

Git!?ert Ad. SQ22.,
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
This Week's Bouquet--" P. w. s Transatlantic Flight The Future-Crocodile TearsSwimming de Luxe-Soviet Broadcasting.
This Week's Bouquet.

Au. this sorrowing over lost octets and
fleeting fiddlers reminds me that I
do not remember having heard any

important evolved in America is sent to
" P.W." by facsimile telegraphy, circuit
and all. Anyway, you would do well to
watch us.
Soviet Broadcasting.

couple of hours of " light orchestral " from
them. Those in favour

T HAVE been honoured with a copy of the
1 " Soviet Union Monthly." An article
therein states that in the Soviet Union
broadcasting is principally used for educational purposes. Sounds awful, doesn't
it ? Here they squeeze the education in
in sly bits ; there it is spread on generously
over the whole slice. No wonder the Soviet
Government has to exert itself to " stimulate " an interest in wireless. I would

Swimming De Luxe.

slit (as the " gossip " paragraphs say)
ON that Herr Otto Kemmerich, a German
swimmer, had a receiver fixed to his
head and took a programme from the island
of Sylt while swimming round it. Rather

sc.-tools in Holy Russia, that broadcasting

roust pursue the unhappy peasant with
education."

special praise for 2 L O's Wireless Orchestra,

which scrapes and tootles as well as any
of 'em, to my way of thinking. I consider
them the backbone of 2 L 0, and there are
not many items I would exchange for a

like to know what is the matter with the

Crocodile Tears.
B. (Chelmsford)-(Jove ! what
memories ! I was quartered there

SB.

.

early in the War, and died thrice of
They say it's better -now)weeps, he says, tears as big as footballs
when he reads of the DX receptionexploits
boredom.

chronicled in these Notes. This man
sports, I understand, d- seven -valve super -

het, and pretends that he cannot imitate
the feats of some of my Valve Baronets.
Hum ! I smell sarcasm. Chelmsford is " Hoffman's, Cronipton's

and Marconi's." I am too busy for
leg -pulling, my friend. Try again !
I neideiitally, I don't publish

fantastic; and more like the trick of a

Latin with a taste for " limelight !
Don't Butt In.
T REGARD the ever-increasing activities
1 of the B.B.C. with alarm, and now that
it is a sort of cousin of the Post Office,
another ,lack of all Trades, I fear that the
habit of straying from its raison d'gtre
develop into a vice. The B.B.C.'s job is

(Continued on next page.)

,

to transmit, hilt. not content With publishing
periodicals, canvassing schools and teaching

us how to pronounce, it is now trying to
shoW the public how to design receivers.

I

foresee danger to the tadio " trade " in
this.-

" P.W.'s " Transatlantic Flight.
WHAT do you think of " P.W.'s " latest

feat-Mr. P. W. Harris's, I mean ?

Quite the " P.W." touch ! A record
for wireless journalism in this country and a
" scoop " -for our readers. To go shouting
across the Atlantic and bang into Washington to get what he wanted for some articles

fairly saucy, I think. Life is full of
surprises, but the surprise the operator had
when Mr. Harris tried to put twopence in
the slot must have been unique.
is

The Future.

not know whether the Loftin -White
IDO
- Circuit epic, as it is called in the office,
will render us inordinately ambitious,
for these high -stopping episodes have a very

tonic effect, but I do not think it will be

very long before anything particularly

Tlt, launching of

a liner, a " running commentary " of which was recently broadcast.
(Liget) un-: r.bing the scones before the microphone.
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continua from previcals page.)

results unless I am fairly sure of their
authenticity. I am the scepticl,or excellence.
Glad you like the' Notes.

an enterprise. Commandante Franco, the
Spaniard who last year flew from Spain to
South America, is almost lyrical in his
appreciation of, the value he attaches to the
wireless set which he took with him. One

can only say, " What a pity."

THIS week's libel is the story of the
Scotsman who bought a valve, used

it for three years and then took it
back to the shop and said he had just

learned that it contained a vacuum and he
would like either a gas -filled valve in
exchange, or his money back.

The Vacuumiess Valve.

NOT long ago I commented upon the
remarks of a north -country paper
anent a certain valve said to have

It was the
valve of our dreams-almost ; no vacuum,
and a replacable filament. An acute
observer of Hove has been good enough
to send me a clipping of an article (dated
July, 1925) describing this prodigious

IAM indebted to R. B. (Warrington) for
this. Beginning to -day (May 28th) at
noon (U.S.A. time ?) the G. E. C.
(Schenectady) will transmit tests on short
waves until noon on the 29th of May. Also

from noon June 4th till noon June 5th
Station 2 X A F will operate on 32.77
metres and 2 X A D on 26.8 metres on
May 28th ; and on the following Saturday
22.02 metres and 32.77 metres will be used
simultaneously. Please send more, dope

like this, R. B.

been invented by a Mr. Myers.

invention,
NOTHING' or little has been heard of this
valve since. I. do not wonder why.
Given an open-air valve, what would
happen inside ?
Would stability be
possible ? Speaking from experience of

every general type of valve made since the
original Fleming two -electrode, I think I
would rather try to drive a Spanish- mule

and an angry chameleon in tandem than
iv -angle such a tube,
Langenberg.

THE mystery of the varying strength
observed in this station's signals is
solved at last.

A kindly reader draws

my attention to the fact that, according to

a contemporary, it transmits, " from 1.5
kw." The further from that, in arithmetical progression, the better.

to imitate America by trying to

produce " community laughter." I regret
this, if it be true, most sincerely. Are we
items by true, professional laughter makers ? I refuse to laugh without know-

ing the just cause, and I advise " P.W."ites to "shut down" during the attemptif it is ever made-as a protest against an
insult to the intelligent listener.
.:11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 ta
.
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SHORT WAVES.
-

.
F.

E Britain laugh louder than it has ever laughed =
E before.

An experiment in community laughter =

E is mentioned, but nobody seems to have sug- =
_
E gested funnier jokes.- " Time and Tide."
=
_
*
*
=
=
it SOMETHING LIKE A SET. One of the largest
= wireless receiving installations is that at Leicester,
= where fourteen calves supply 080 pairs at head- =
E phones and 20 loud speakers.-Provincial Paper.
SOMETHING like a miracle, too :

=
=

AFRIEND just returned from Spain
tells me that radio there is as dead
as a doornail. I don't wonder. As
the source of revenue of the exploiting
companies is that derived only from
advertisements, the programmes are-what

they are, and of course, the listeners are
enthusiastic in direct proportion to the
Bull -fights

and the war in Morocco, and perhaps
lotteries, arc too strong in competition, I
suppose.

=

of letting their associates in this

country hear how the brute sounded, gave
a demonstration over the wireless telephone

service, probably the first of its kind. But
it is not the first time an American has
Mown his horn in England.
THE sad silence which is all the news the
admiring world has received from the
heroic

Captain Nungesser and his

colleague, M. Coli, since they set out from
he Bourget on their proposed flight to New
York, demonstrates the unwisdom of
scrapping the wireless transmitter on such

The One -Valve " Hale."

HERE'S another shock for S.B.B.
(See above.) F. C. (Greenwich) has
made up the one -valve " Hale," and

has received some 42 stations, including

others work a large loud speaker fairly
well. By the way, F. C. has an " earth."
in a million. It is buried on the river
shore, and at high tide is under water.
These results prove that with very moderate

equipment you can eavesdrop all over
Europe.

" Straight " One -Valve Work.
T MUST give one more result for S. B. B.'s
benefit. A. L. H. B (Harlesden), using

I

a straight single -tube hook-up, suc-

ceeded, on April 24th, in receiving Moscow
(Komintern) at 'phone strength ; two
complete items and the " close down " call,

strength R4. It was A. L. H. B's lucky
night.

Wakti "Up, England.

THE D.O.T..-.report on the Melbourne
Wireless Exhibition held in March is

not pleasant reading. " American made apparatus predominated." I hear

-

multi -valve sets could compete, in price,

bad effect upon wireless transmission.
If it is found that they do, one thing, of =

E course, is certain-there must be no more solar =
E eclipses.-" Birmingham Gazette and Express." E

=

but I doubt whether any good English

and in Australia, with Atherican goods.
But a way out has to be found.

E

Radio manufacturers appear to have settled E
E-- their differences by the throwing over of both
= wholesalers and retailers.-Electrical Industries. F.
=
This seems to us a fairly complete lay -out.

*
=
*
E A wonderful quartette was singing some old E
E Southern songs over the radio. A little girl 'LE listened in silence for some time, then jumped F.
E up and said : " Gee, if we couldn't all keep =
E together when we were singing at school the =
E teacher would make us sit down."- - American E
_
E Paper."
=
*
*
=
E It is reported that burglars recently made a E.
E big haul of wireless components in South E
E London. We hope this will be a lesson to them. =

E..:

=
E

''

.

7Z.

Many people wee?, disappointed the other E
E evening when it was found impossible to broad- a
E. cast Mussolini's speech. The atmosphere was FE evidently anti-Fascist.-"Everybody's Weekly." E..
ss

E

*

*

.0

The programmes provided by the B.B.C., E

E to put it mildly, do not appear to be giving =
7.4 unqualified satisfaction to the listening public.- =

Et " Yorkshire Telegraph and Star."
a
Especially judging by several letters recently =
= received-which were certainly not put mildly. _=
=
*
*
=
*
Phyllis, I should not wish to hurt you,
=
E=
But I should like to have you know .
=
You'd be a paragon of virtue=
=
=
If you'd forget your radio.
E
I would not want to stop your mirth,
=
E
But the most ardent lovers tire
=
E
Of hearing how you got Plymouth
=
=
=
Or else Hawaii.-" London Opinion."
LL1

Wireless and Plying.

seconds.

=

i'F...

AN American firm, having produced a
new motor -horn and being desirous

people,

the same of South Africa, Egypt, Pesti and
other South American countries. The
tendency " down under " appears to be in
the direction of sets of five or more valves;

_.7.

,..:

A Long -Distance Toot.

six well-known

" the improvement of the present partially
secret system of wireless telephony should
be pressed to a conclusion." Bill Jones of
Billingsgate could be relied upon to arrive
at the same recommendation within a few

Wireless experts are considering bow to make E

= Tests are to be made by the B.B.C. on June =
E 29th to discover whether solar eclipses have any =

Spain.

quality of the programmes.

Forced Laughter.

RUMOUR has it that the B.B.C. intends
to persist in its unhappy intention

..=

of

dealing with the Post Office Transatlantic Telephone Service, and in their

all the better-known continentals. Langenberg, Bournemouth, Brussels, Frankfurt,
Hamburg, Daventry, Toulouse and a few

to cackle by infection, like an hysterical
8-choolgirl class ? Why not give us some

Not Yet !

sion

report they tell us that the service is not
secret, " in the full sense . of that wOrd."
The cream - is that they reconunend that

Short -Wave Tests.

Interlude.

WirelesS Wisdom.

How do they do it ? Here's a commis-

Australia's Trend.

SUPER-HETS have lost ground

in

fasOnt of the neutrodyne types ;
moving -coil reaction coupling has

almost disappeared, and plug-in coils are
considered to be out of date because the
difference between the highest (Perth
excepted) and lowest wave -length is small
in Australia, and sets are designed to get
distances up to 1,200 miles with great
selectivity.

Business Note.

FOR v Loin it may concern. The address of the British Radio Valve
Manufacturers' Association has been
altered to 59, Russell Square, London,
W.C.I.

-

Our Free List.
MR. S. E. THOMAS, 2, Langland Road,

Ai- simmiimmilmnimultlitommummumiummoMml

numbers of " P.W. " that he will send to
the first remitter of adequate postage. We
thank him and hope he will accumulate
another batch.
ARIEL.

Mumbles (which I believe is . near

Swansea, Wales), has about 150 -back

Popular Wireless, May 28th, 1927.

only," I once remarked to Captain
1IFRound and Captain &kersley over a
luncheon table, " if only the radio
programmes kept any sort of pace with

your engineering aide of the business, what
e wonderful service it would be ! "

And those gentlemen cordially agreed

with the sentiment.

The remark of two years ago came forcibly
back to mind with the news which television

investigators have just given to the world.

News which, I dare swear, no reader of
POPULAR WIRELESS has failed to study with
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the daik, when-crash .'-the sunlight bursts
in and they see once again. The history of

By A. CORBETT-SMITH.
(Late Artistic Director, the B.B.C.)

the cinema shows what pictures mean to the

will be upon the serapheap. That is the fist
and most obvious reflection. The moment
television sets are on the market in quantity
I can foresee such an overwhelming popular

be like the French Revolution to a girls'

t

demand as hardly any scientific invention
has yet secured. That will react upon the

the liveliest interest.

In a nutshell-television is now an accomplished fact over any distance that

wireless telephony can be broadcast ; and
simple telephony
over, in effect, the whole world.
What is the B.B.C. Doing ?

The scientific wonder of such achieveI
accept.them just as I accept the wonder of
ments is beyond my comprehension.

the daisies growing in the fields. " Here,"

say I, " is yet another instrument to hand
for the entertainment of the people. What
can I do with it ? " My mind leaps ahead
to the radio programmes. What is the
B.B.C. doing about it ? What ought it
to do ?

Within a very short time, perhaps, the

existing programme system and technique

'11111111111111111111111111111111111111111I111111111111111111111111111MIIM

Technical articles about the theoretical and --1=E practical possibilities of television have appeared E
often in ` P.W.,' but in this article Mr. A. E
= Corbett -Smith, whose work in connection with E.

the artistic development of broadcasting may EE be likened to the work of Reinardt and Craig
= in the theatre, deals with the interesting possi- E- bilities of television as an aid to broadcast E
= programmes. It may be many years before E
= television is sufficiently developed to warrant E
- the B.B.C. adopting it as part of its service to _=
= listeners, but our author's vision of the future E
= of the artistic possibilities of television is of

= undoubted interest and value.-The Editor.
:.--ii

-E..

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111115

makers for swift, continuous improvements
and a steady lowering of prices.
Radio has set the people using their ears

and trying to exercise an atrophied ima-

gination for the first time in history. They
are just beginning to learn how to listen in

people at large. The first of the arts to
reach the great masses. The immediate
swing back upon the line of least resistance
is inevitable. And I can foresee a demand
upon the B.B.C. programmes department
which, compared with past criticism, wilt
hockey match.

In the Near Future.
If, for example, Mr. Baird's prophecy is
fulfilled the first television sets, at some £30
apiece, will be on the market by Christmas.

If the B.B.C. means business it will have
begun preparative work upon the new form
of radio art long before this article appears.

Although much yet remains to be done
in the matter of perfecting television, no

time should be lost in preparing for Its
debut as an ally of broadcasting.

Folk will want to see what they are

listening to. And, in a manner of speaking,

the greater part of what they hear now is
not fitting to be seen. The eye will need
satisfying as well as the ear.
I dare not think (for example) what would
have happened if my audience had seen me

playing Shakespeare's " King Henry V."
at the London *Station. I Wore a dinner
jacket, and my crowd of soldiery before
Harfleur were the members of the orchestra.

who put down their instruments to shout
defiance at the invisible enemy. And in
flashing armour and crimson robes I look
about as much like Henry V. as Dan Leno
might have done. Television would have
rendered my Cardiff year a sheer impossibility.
Complete Revision Required.

It seems to me that the whole of the

programme side will need complete reconstruction from bed -rock. How that is
tackled is no concern of the audience. For

an audience is interested only in results.
But I think that I may sum up the main

essentials in the one word " showmanship."

And this, if the job is done properly, will
need to be applied to every single item.

Shall we tolerate the sight of a tubby

little bald-headed, be-spectaeled man stand-

ing at a desk and gravely reading us a

discourse upon. the domestic habits of
shrimps ? I hardly think so. (The audience
Mr. 7. L.- Baird (right) testing some of his more recent television apparatus.

(Continued on ne.xt page.)
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by Dr. Alexanderson consists of seven light

It,

THE NEW ALEXANDERSON

sources converged by an optical system

An American attempt to solve the Problem.

more, in using seven light beams in mul-:
tiple, the speed at which each light beam;

TELEVISION SCHEME.

revolving drum carrying 24 mirrors. These
mirrors reflect the light cluster to a screen.
Using seven lights instead of one, the useful
illumination is increased 49 times. ,Furthers

must travel has been reduced at a rate

By F. G. BAILEY.

of 7 to 1.
High Modulation Speed.

ADIO transmission of a single photograph has been accomplished by Dr.
E. F. W. Alexanderson, consulting

tunately, one of those cases where the difficulties increase by the square of the speed.

engineer of the General Electric Company of
America; in the short space of two minutes.
Television will require the transmission,

Dr. Alexanderson to speed up the process of
moving mechanical parts is the use of seven
distinct light sources, the lights converging
in a cluster of brilliant lights which scan the
picture, each light painting a crude picture,

reception and reproduction of a single

Picture in not more than one -sixteenth of a
second. One of the fundamental
difficulties in the way of a speed
Of sixteen pictures per second is

The method which has been devised by

In addition to these advantages for
multiple light beam operation, each beam
needs to move only one -seventh as fast and,
therefore, needs to give only 43,000 instead

300,000 independent impressions per
second. A modulation speed of 43,000 per
of

second is high with the present radio practice

but is yet within reason, being only ten
times as fast as is

used in

broadcasting, according to Dr.
Alexanderson.

the development of a projector
which will enable anyone to see

Dr. Alexanderson, in discussing radio photography, showed
some of the results he had
obtained in the radio transmission of pictures using both
the modulated and interrupted

on a screen the movement of

objects miles away.
Dr. Alexanderson explained
the television projector, as illus-

trated, which he now has in

signal. Under the former system
any broadcasting station can

operation in his laboratory, and
by means of which he is hopeful
of getting the 300,000 brush
strokes per second that ale
necessary for producing motion
pictures.

transmit photos for distances as
great as music of good quality
can be transmitted by that
station. For long distance transJnission the short wave, tele-

A Novel Method.

graphic system may he used.

In the course of an address
before the members of the St.

Eliminating Static.

Reception of pictures by telegraphy is independent of signal
strength. Thus if the signal is
stronfenough to be recorded at
allss-itt gives the- same kind of

Louis Section of the American
Institute of Electrical and Radio
Engineers, on December -15th,
1926,

Dr.

Alexanderson

ex-

plained that it is easy enough to
design a television system with
something like 40,000 picture
units per second, but the images
so obtained are so crude that they
would have no practical value.

Work in radio photography

records at the maximum as at
the minimum signal intensity.

This makes the recording independent of. fading. If, furtherThe Mexanderson projector, which focuses seven spots of light on the screen.

has shown that an operating

speed of 300,000 picture units per second
will be needed to give pleasing results.
This speeding up of the process is, unfor-

*

TELEVISION AND THE +
RADIO PROGRAMMES.
(Continued from previous page.)

*-*-------s.-4.-----a---------ao-s.--s *
would have a serious shock if they could see
some of their radio favourites.) Or shall
we look for a graceful young maiden, kilted
to the knee, wading in a rock pool, merrily

telling us, the while, all about it 1 " Am

right, sir 1 "-as Datas used to say.
The pictures which we see upon our
television screens must convey the right
atmosphere for the song or story to which
we listen. And this is going to be a big
task. If the best brains in the country are
needed now, what, of the future, with the
volume of work increased tenfold ?

Current events, like the Derby or Boat
Race, will be child's play. Of .ccuirse; we
-shall be seeing these as they happen.- A
race meeting in Sydney, the Shanghai

more, the signals are stronger
than the prevailing static, it
is possible

to eliminate the
effects of static by introducing

but all seven interlacing optically to produce
a single good picture.
The model of the television projector used

receiver, and nothing is received unless the
signal exceeds this value.

barricades, an eruption of Mount Vesuvius,
Mussolini signing a decree (with " close up "

without audiences. For the tendency will
be towards bigger effects. In the same way

of the paper for all to read), anything and
everything of news interest. Nor must we
forget that new ray which makes objects

visible in the dark without illuminating

Thus, why not pictures of animals
at night in the Indian jungle 1 We could
actually dramatise Kipling's " Mowgli," by
them.

superimposition as they do on the films.
A Difficult Problem.

All this, as I say, is the A B C of the new
The obvious. The real difficulty
lies in the creation and development of this
new art of radio entertainment which now
becomes imperative. The new technique
for the drama, " feature " programmes,
game.

speech, and music. Instead of grafting
speech and music on to pictures, as in the
films, we have to graft pictures on to sound.
A: vastly different affair.

I can see the use of the studio becoming

more and more restricted in favour of
specially constructed

theatres, with or

threshold value of signal strength in the

I see the growth of public reception balls
in which the television pictures will be
magnified' in conjunction with the sound

amplification. For I think that we shall
not long be content with viewing world
events upon our tiny home screens, as

though we were looking through the wrong
end of a telescope. They may well suffice

for single figures, but we shall need the
larger canvas for such a performance of
" Cyrano " as we heard the other night.
Programmes will b some far more concentrated and selective, for artistes will
have to satisfy upon more than one count.
Only the supreme fittest will survive.
Provincial stations, already emasculated,

will disappear in favour

of centralised,
alternative programmes and " features."

But give me a volume, not a page, of

" P.W. in which to pursue this fascinating
topic. Still, I should very much like to

know what the B.B.C. is doing about it.
I think I own guess.

Popular Wireless, May 28th, 1927.
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7A:21rans-Ocean One

IN last

week's POPULAR WIRELESS I

explained how, thanks to the efficient
organisation of the transatlantic telephone, we were able to get into touch with

Full practical details of the efficient
Loftin - White one - valve circuit

which was telephoned direct from
Washington, U.S., to the " P.W."
offices in London.
By P. W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E.

Mr. Edward H. Loftin, joint inventor of
the Loftin -White circuit, and obtain from
him, specially for POPULAR WIRELESS
readers, a new single valve circuit of
exceptional promise. Readers will remem-

ber how after it had been found that Mr.
Loftin was not in his New York office, he
was located in Washington and put into
direct telephonic touch with the Editor's

(Editor of the" if ireless Constructor.")

new circuit an inductance L3, shunted by a
variable condenser C3,
is placed in the anode
circuit of the valve,

Preliminary "Hook-up."

The days immediately following this
successful conversation were full of technical
thrills for me. As soon as I was able to

sit down quietly in my laboratory and
examine the theoretical circuit, I found

nullify any fine adjustment that is made.
Special coils must be wound, but as these
are exceedingly simple and cheap to make,
readers will have no difficulty in this regard.
(Continued on next page.)

controlled by a
variable condenser C4.
It is, of course, possible in the original
Loftin - White single
valve circuit to substiis

tute for the variable
high resistance a variobtain
having

condenser
results,

and
but
this

scheme I did not find

tried

it particularly satis-

factory. The presence

on the bench, and, with a writing pad

of the tuned

final circuit arrangement was begun.

new araangement

alongside, the collection of data for the

as the capacity coupling between them will

of the valve, but this

would have to be determined experimentally
to suit British components. This took some

first preliminary " hook-up " was prepared

Home-made Coils.

frequency we desire to
receive. There is a
combined capacitative
and inductive feed
back from the plate

able

hours of hard thinking, after which the

ordinary .0001 mfd. condenser will probably
be too large !

and also tuned to the

there were several practical ways of making

up the receiver and that certain values

have a value of, say, .0001 or .0002 mfd.,

Again, it is not practicable to make this
receiver with the ordinary plug-in coils,

by the variable high resistance. In the

details this week.

particular reference is that unless the
capacity C, is exceedingly small, the set is
unworkable. Those people who confine
their experimental work to pencil diagrams

but if they try it out on the bench they
will find that even the minimum of the

it will be seen that there is
In the
combined capacitative and inductive feedback from the plate of the valve in order to
produce oscillation, which is " held down "

which I am able to give you technical

point on which I would like to make

values ultimately decided upon and see how
these affect the working. Fig. 1 shows the

us examine the actual circuit and the

Very Small Capacity.

remarkable new single valve circuit of

to find the right values all round, and a

on the backs of envelopes might easily
come to the conclusion that 04 should

telephone.

Mr. Loftin gave me particulars of the

sensitive.
It took a good deal of experimental work

Looking ahead for a few moments, let

Loftin -White circuit, and it is interesting to compare it with Fig. 2, which shows
the single valve circuit regarding which I
had a conversation with Mr. Loftin on the

room at Fleetway House. From here we
were privileged to have a long conversation with him. During this conversation

makes a very great difference, and gives
us a receiver which is considerably more

circuit
L3 -C3; however, in the

Mr. Harris takes notes during his transatlantic conversation with Mr. Latin.

Popular -Wireless, May 28111,
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the variable condenser, Cr 02 should be

(Continued from previous page.)

will generally be found to suit, although
I am still carrying out experimental work
in this connection. It is, however, very
simple to alter the value a step or two on

+

*-----4-4.--4---------4--4-4-4.--4-- *
Before giving further technical details
it will be helpful if I devote a little space
to describing how the set operates in

practice, as this will help the reader in
understanding the choice of various values.
When both tuned circuits are in resonance
this receiver can be made to oscillate owing

to the coupling effect of the valve itself.

variable in steps, and for this purpose you
can use, as I have done, the C.A.V. multiple
fixed condenser having a range from .001
to .015 mfd. A value of about .004 to -007

either side.

Incidentally, .007 mfd. is

obtained by using the terminal marked

with 0 alone on one side, and as the other
side the terminal marked 5 and the terminal
2 is paralleled. Coil L1 should be a single
layer coil wound on a 3 in. tube (3 in. long
and 3 in. in diameter).

This should be of

paxolin or " Pirtoid."

The latter tubes are
sold by the makers of

the " Atlas " components, and I have
used them very suc-

bearing L1, until the two windings are
separated by an inch or two. Turn the
condenser Cl and C3 so as to bring the
two circuits into resonance, successively,
at various portions of the scale from top
to bottom.
Final Adjustments.

You will probably find that when the

bottom end of the

the middle, and possibly not at all on the

and reaction windings in my experimental set. The coil
wound on this 3 in.

and very carefully push the coil L2 into L1
until oscillation just stops. It should
now be possible to bring the set into

turns touching.

Fifty-two turns will
be found suitable,
and three or four

tappings with loops

should be made at
equal spaces. With-

(with weak coupling between Ly and L1)
so that the receiver will oscillate towards
the top of the scale, say, from 50 degrees
upwards on a 100 -degree condenser), but
will be stable at the lower end. Similarly
the value of L2 can be so chosen that the
set will oscillate on the lower part of the
scale and not on the upper. If oscillation

but nearer minimum than maximum, and
slide the tube bearing L2 out of the tube

low -loss coils I have
recently constructed.
"Pirtoid" tubes were

tube should be of No.
22 D.C.C. wire wound
tightly and with

usually sold for neutralising, can be set

Note that a condenser is not placed across
the telephones, although a Mansbridge condenser across the H.T. battery will be found
an advantage if the battery is old.
Set the condenser, C4, at an intermediate
position between maximum and minimum,

of high- efficiency

used for both grid

The condenser C4, which is of the type

In general experimental work this inner
tube can be roughly slid in and out of the
tube carrying the winding L3, but should
be kept approximately co -axial with the
winding L1, by making it slide on two bits
of cardboard or wood.

circuits are in resonance the set will burst
into oscillation most powerfully at the

cessfully in a number

ler

in this tube should
slide another tube

carrying the re-

action winding, L2. As it is important to
avoid unwanted capacity coupling between
the two windings, I have found it advisable
to make L2 a coil of about 25 turns of No. 36
The
enamelled wire, slightly spaced.
direction of winding should be opposite to

that of the coil, L1, the outer end being
connected to the condenser, C4, and the
inner to the condenser, C.

scale, less

towards

upper reaches. If this is so, put the set into

resonance at the lower end of the scale,

oscillation and out again by adjustment
of 04, and if all is well a setting of 04 can
be found which remains fairly constant
over the whole scale, keeping the set in a

very sensitive condition a little way below
oscillation point. If, however, you have not
succeeded in getting everything right, you
will still be able to obtain as good results

as far as sensitivity and selectivity are

concerned by adjustment of 04, the only
difference being that this adjustment will
not be constant. over the whole band.

The operation of this set will be found
quite different from that of any other you
have tried. For example, with some adjustments of coupling and of 04 you will

pick up stations on Cl quite loudly and

clearly and will find that you can still hear
them almost equally well at any reading on
03 ! This indicates that a readjustment of

C4 is required, when the tuning will be
immediately sharpened up and signals will
go up in strength.

is found at any particular portion of the
scale it can be checked by adjustment of C4
Of course, the set will not oscillate

except when the two tuned circuits are
approximately in reasonance.
Constructional Details.

By this time you will want to know a
little more about how to make the receiver.

Starting with the valve itself, this I have
found can be of the high magnification
type (such as are designed for resistance capacity amplification) or one of those
generally called " H.F." valves, having a
magnification of 18 to 25 and an impedance
of about 15,000 to 25,000 ohms. The grid
condenser can be .0003 or, as I have
actually used in my experiments now, -0002

mfd. with a grid leak of two, three or

four megohms, the higher values seeming
to be slightly better.
The coil, L3, should be a good plug-in
coil (a No. 60 in the numbered types, or a

C in the series which are lettered). The
condenser, C3, should be of .0005 mfd.,
and the, same value should be chosen for

19'27.

Cods specially produced in America for Loftin -White circuits,
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un autumn I described in THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR a set consisting of

one H.F. valve (neutralised), detector,

and one L.F. stage under the somewhat

fanciful name of the " Spanspace" Three,
which has been accorded a considerable
popularity. Correspondence
which I have received from builders of the

4.-0-4.--4-44-4.-

*

Essentially a long-distance receiver. I
! The " Spanspace" Four will bring in

many foreign stations at full loudspeaker strength.
Designed and described by
G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.
(Assistant Technical Editor)

measure of

set and others seems to indicate a certain
demand for a set with a similarly sensitive

stage of H.F. amplification, but with two
stages of note magnification, so that loud-

speaker results might be obtained from a
good number of distant stations.
The addition of a second stage of L.F.
to the original circuit was considered, but
Nifty this idea was dropped, because the
first arrangement, sensitive as it was on
the H.F. side, was also rather critical, and
very slight hand capacity troubles, and so
on, become objectionable with two stages
of L.F, when with only one they would be
unnoticed.
Simple Control.

A type of H.F. coupling was _therefore
adopted, giving simpler control and greater

stability, and various schemes were tried
to ensure as great a degree of sensitivity
as that of the original three -valve set.
It was found that by using a really low -

loss coil in the grid circuit of the H.F. valve
(unscreened), and a standard screened split

primary H.F. transformer to couple the
H.F. valve to the detector, the desired
results could be obtained, reaction of course
being provided by the usual extra winding

on the H.F. transformer.

This combination I find extremely
pleasant to operate, the various adjustments

being extremely simple to make, and the
(Continued on next page.)

For a powerful

long-distance

set the wiring is

relatively simple,

as shown here.
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I

:
(Continued from previous page.)
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results have been better than those given

by any previous set which I have built

coupling has also been tried, and found to
make little or no difference to the function-

ing of the set as a whole, so that it can
safely be used as an alternative if desired.

The only change required, of course, is
to connect an anode resistance of 200,000
ohms (not more, or the reaction control
may suffer) in place of the L.F. choke.
Choke or Resistance ?

The advantage of the choke, of course,

containing one stage of H.F.
In general, I have no great liking for the

is that at a pinch the set can be worked

coil is naturally considerably higher than
that of a similar coil without a screen, and
it seems a pity to incur such losses if it can

a very slight gain in the faithfulness of
reproduction of the elusive lower notes

use of screened coils with only one stage of
H.F., since the H.F. resistance of a screened

be avoided.
However, I find in this set that by using

a really efficient coil in the first circuit
the use of a standard screened coil as an
intervalve coupling was not accompanied
by any discoverable loss of signal strength

and there was a considerable gain in stability

1027.

with a lower value of H.T. than if a resistance stage were used. On the other hand,
may be expected with resistance coupling.

The second 'L.F. stage is transformer coupled, a 4 to 1 ratio transformer having
been chosen for the purpose. Remember

that the whole performance of the set
from the musical point of view depends
upon the quality of this component, and
resist the temptation to use anything but

A special "Spanspire"
Four coil is provided,

having an interchangeable

primary.

of the set, tlw
first step is, of

course, to collect
the various components in the list
and fit the panel
to the baseboard.

Next detach the

panel again, drill

it in accordance
with the diagram
and fit, the various components,
after which it can

be reattached to
the baseboard and the rest of the coin;
ponents screwed down, pains being taken
to follow carefully the lay -out seen in the
photographs and the wiring diagram.
A Reaction Point.
The actual assembly of the set and wiring

up is a simple operation, and Z think the
diagrams will be found a sufficient guide
without further description. Two points

A general view of the complete receiver.

of

neutralising adjustment and ease of

control generally. (To screen one coil only,

of course, is sufficient to stop interaction

will probablphe noticed in building the set

which perhapa,call for a word of explanation.

one of the really high class makes of transformer.

between them.)

Jack switching is provided so that three
or four valves may be employed, the jack

forward type, with an untuned aerial circuit
coupled to the usual tuned secondary

for four valves being of the fdament control
type, automatically, switching on the
filament current of the last valve when the
plug is inserted.
Separate H.T. terminals are provided for

The circuit used in the set is illustrated
in one of the accompanying diagrams, and
it will be seen to be of a perfectly straight-

forming the grid circuit of the H.F. valve.
This valve is coupled to the detector by a
" split primary ' H.F. transformer, re-

action of what is usually called the Reinartz

type being provided upon the secondary
of this transformer in the standard fashion.
The first stage of L.F. is choke -coupled

in the set as illustrated, but resistance

the H.F. and detector valves, but only one
common one for the two L.F. valves, since
these normally reqUire all the H.T. available for best results. Separate terminals
are provided for the grid bias applied to the
two L.F.valves ; the correct use of these
various terminals will he considered later.

First, it will be observed that there is a

fixed condenser connected in series with the
reaction condenser, and this serves a double

purpose, being intended to act as a safety
device to. prevent the shorting of the H.T.

if the plates of the reaction condenser
should chance to touch, and secondly to
enable an adjustment to be made of the

effective capacity of the reaction con-

denser to suit the particular valves in use.
This last is important, and the aim should

be to choose such a value for the fixed

series condenser as will enable about twothirds of the capacity of the reaction con-

denser .to be used- before the set breaks
into oscillation. In other words, use as

Turning now to the actual construction

(Continued on next page.)
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POINT-TO-POINT 'CONNECTIONS 'OF THE FOUR -VALVE RECEIVER.'
variable condenser, Fixed vanes of same
One filament socket' of each valve
condenser to one side of the .0003
holder to one side of each of, their
upright T.C.C. fixed condenser.
respective fixed resistances.
Other terminal on the .0003 T.C.C. fixed
to one side of the L.T. switch.
L.T.
condenser to the plate of the 2nd valve
Other side of the L.T. switch to the
holder and to one side of the H.F. choke.
top outside contact of 2nd jack (for
Grid of the 2nd valve holder to one
4 valves) and to the remaining sides of
side of the -0003 mfd. grid condenser
the 1st, 2nd and 3rd fixed resistances.
and to one side of the 2 meg. grid -leak
Top inside contact of the 2nd jack

FOUR.

(Continued ;11:071:1 preciolo page.)
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small a fixed condenser as will still plow,
you to.gek,sufficient reaction, -since itithis
way the smoothest control IS Obtained.
The value actually .given in the design is
.0003 mfd.,` arid this suits -many

to the remaining side of the 4th fixed

but it is Worth While to obtain also a .0001
and a :01105 and try them al.So.
The other pOint concerns the connections

holder.

resistance.

Other side of the grid -leak holder to
the end of the 2nd fixed resistance that

filament sockets of the valve holders,
G.B.+ plug, one tag of the 1 mfd. fixed

is joined to the filament socket of the 2nd
valve holder.
Remaining side of the 0003 grid
condenser to the No. 1 terminal
on the H.F. transformer -holder bass

H.T.- to L.T.-, to the remaining

and to the fixed vanes of the 2nd .0005
mfd, variable condenser.

E and No. 2 terminals on the H.F.

transformer -holder base joined together

and to the moving vanes of the .0005
mfd, variable condensers.

No. 4 terminal on the same base to
the remaining tag of the 1 mfd. fixed

condenser nearest the back of the baseboard (near the 2nd valve holder) and
to 113.4 1.
Remaining side of the H.F. choke to one

side of the 01 mfd, fixed condenser and
to the bottom contact on the L.F. choke.
Other side of the -01 mfd, fixed condenser to one side of the .25 meg. grid leak holder and to one side of the 2nd

In this receiver only one stage is sere.ned, as the set is perfectly stable with this arrangement.

2 meg. grid -leak holder.

of the first L.F. valve. It will he noted that

there is a low value grid leak connected in
series with the grid lead of this valve, and
the purpose of this is to prevent troubles
due to the passage of unwanted H.F. currents into the L.F. circuits.
The special coil required bafayhoine-made
(Continued on next pe)
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COMPONENTS AND MATERIALS.

1 Ebonite panel 26 by 8 by in.
1 Baseboard, 26 by 9 in.
1 Pair angle brackets.
1 Cabinet for above (Cameo).
2 .0005 variable condensers, plain,
straight-line frequency (Ormond, J.B.,
1 .00035 ditto.
[etc.)
3 Slow-motion dials (Ormond, J.B., etc.)
1 Push-pull switch (Lissen or Igranie).
1 Jack, No. 63 (Igranic).
1 Jack, No. 68 (Igranic).
4 Valve holders (Benjamin, Lotus, etc).
4 Baseboard resistors to suit valves

=

zi1111111111111111111111111111111111Hirn111111111111111111111111111111111111

holder.

Remaining side of the 2nd 2 meg.

valve holder, moving vanes of both the
-0005 mid. variable condensers, earth
terminal and to the lugs 1 and 5 on the
aerial coil -holder base.
Al terminal on panel to one tag of the
.0002 mfd. fixed condenser.

grid -leak holder to G.B.

T.C.C. fixed condenser) to the top contact
of the L.F. choke and to H.T.-(-2.

=

this condenser to the A2 terminal and to

the plug that engages with one of the

Plate of the 3rd valve holder to the
bottom outside contact of the 1st jack

=

two sockets arranged on the baseboard.

(for 3 valves).

E

2 on the aerial coil -holder base, to the
contact on the neutrodyne
condenser and to the fixed vanes of the
1st '0005 mfd, variable condenser.
Top contact on neutrodyne condenser
to the No. 3 terminal on the H.F. trans-

Bottom inside contact of the 1st jack
to the O.P. of the L.F. transformer.
I.P. of transformer to the top inside
contact of the 1st jack.
Top outside contact of the same jack
to the bottom contact of the 2nd jack,
to the remaining tag of the 1 mfd. fixed

former -holder base.
Tags 3 and 4 on the aerial coil -holder

and to H.T. 3.

Grid of the 1st valve holder to tag

condenser near the 4th valve holder
Remaining contact on the 2nd jack
(3rd from top) to the plate of the 4th

base to the two sockets arranged on the
baseboard.

Plate of the 1st valve holder to the

E_-

1.

Remaining tag of the 1 mfd, fixed
condenser (near to the upright -0003

Other tag of

valve holder.

O.S. of the L.F. transformer to the

No. 5 terminal on the H.F. transformer

grid of the 4th valve holder.

holder base.

I.S. to G.B. - 2.

No. 6 terminal on same base to the

moving

vanes

of

the

.00035

This completes the wiring.

mfd.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIh
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E.=

screen and base (Leweos).
1 Feather -weight Daventry-size former,..
six -pin base and interchangeable primary (Collinson).

1 Terminal strip for 6 terminals. = Wire, screws, etc.

Remaining side of the .25 meg. grid leak holder to the grid of the 3rd valve

condenser situated near the 4th valve
holder, one tag of each of the 1 mid,
fixed condensers fixed near the 2nd

bottom

1 Neutrovernia condenser (Gambrel).
1 L.F. choke, 150 henries (Pye).
1 L.F. transformer, 4 : 1 (Marconi
Ideal).
3 1 mfd. condensers
Dubilier
or
3 Grid -Leak holders
Lissen
2 2-meg. grid leaks
1 -25-megohm grid leak (Dubilier).
1 H.F. choke (Radio Instruments).
1 .01 mfd. fixed condenser (Dubilier).
1 .0003 mfd, fixed Condenser t Lissen or
1 41002 mfd. fixed condenser I Dubilier
1 .0003 mid. fixed condenser (T.C.C.).
9 Terminals, lettered as per diagram
(Belling and Lee, or Eastick).
2 Sockets on strips of ebonite, with
wander pin.
"k-

=
E

=

(Peerless).

1 Split primary H.F. transformer with

E

U the coils are to bknurchased,,be sure to ask for
"Spatisnacelour" and notmerely "Spanspace"
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3

one, and the winding of this can be tackled
next. The basis is a Collirison " Feather-

weieht " former and base with an inter-

changeable primary fitting inside the secondary, as may be seen in some of the photos.

holes which must be drilled in the former,
the tapping being made by passing a loop
through such a hole.
The secondary is also a plain single -layer
winding, this time of No. 22 gauge D.C.C.
wire of 50 turns. The beginning (the end
nearest the base of the coil) goes to
pin N_ e. 1, and the finish to pin No. 2, the
ends being secured by passing through small
holes as before. The H.F. resistance of this
secondary winding has proved to be excep-

tionally low, and this is no doubt one of

long in proportion to its diameter.

The

absence of any serious losses in the former,
of course, also plays its part.

Provision is made for using either the

whole of the primary or the 14 -turn tapping
by the provision of a strip of ebonite on the

baseboard carrying two sockets such as
" Clix " or valve leg sockets, in which a
plug on the end of a flex lead can be inserted as shown in the photos and diagrams.

When the set has been completed it is

connected up as follows for the first test :
Aerial to A2 (when it is comiectect to A, it
brings in a small series condenser giving
more selectivity, and slightly less, signal
strength), and earth to E. Place the pin
on the end of the flex lead from A. in the
socket on the baseboard wired to the No. 3
socket of the first coil holder.
H.T. Voltage3.

Connect up L.T. to the correct terminals,
switch on, and see that all the valves light.
Now connect up the H.T. battery and apply
80 volts to H.T. +1, 60 to H.T. +2, and the
maximum available (should be at least 100
volte) to H.T. +3. Insert the. G.B. + plug
in the positive socket of the grid bias bat-

For the screened ILL stage an ordinary split primary coil is used.

The primary consists of 20 turns of No. 24
double -cotton -covered wire with a tapping
at 14 turns. The beginning of the winding
is connected to the pin which makes contact
with socket No. 5 of the base, the tapping to
No. 4, and the finish to No. 3. The ends are

secured by passing them through small

the principal factors contributing to the
extremely satisfactory results I have obtained with the- set. Its low resistance

appears to result mainly from the fact that
a sufficiently large diameter former has been

used to permit quite thick wire to be employed without the coil becoming unduly

tery, the G.B. -1 plug in a socket giving
41 or 6 volts negative, and the G.B.-2
plug in the 9 -volt socket (or thereabouts,
according to the type of the last valve).
Now set the reaction condenser and the
neutralising condenser at zero (in the case
of tl4e Gambrel! " Neutrovernia " used in
this set this means that it should be unscrewed as far as possible).

Set both tuning condensers to the same
reading near., the middle of the scale,
(Continued on page 526.)
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quickly- in use like that of an ordinary battery. This

LISSEN New Process Battery
gives you
bigger power
.
.
.

because it maintains the electronic emission of your valves
at a high value. You get noticeably improved loud-speakek

tone because of its unadulterated energy. You get voltage steady
as a rock, and an absolutely noiseless current flow all the time. You
get such deep capacity in the battery that the longest programme
has never been known to affect it. You get a new power smoothness,
a new freshness of tone because of the use of a new combination of
known only to LISSEN. The success
chemicals and a new
of this new process is now such, a definitely established fact that
competitors would give anything to. learn the secret. You get a
battery which his wren the high'esteem of everybody who has used it.
You get a hatterit, too, whichr,by reason of the new policy'introduced

.by LISSEN inawa...i$irterests, gives you real value for money in

4114;1::'

the fullest sense..
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HERE. is a battery whose potential will never drop
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By the elimination of big wholesale profits through the new LISSEN
policy of direct -to -retail shop distribution ; by asking retail friends
to accent less dlsootint.; by LISSEN making a similar sacrifice in
profit in the hope of bigger sales; by economy and efficiency at
every stage this LISSEN New Process Battery has passed through
a price and policy evolution until at last it is available to all users
et the remarkably low price of 7111.

rr
IC

Next time you want a good battery ask for LISSEN New Process,
obtainable at any good dealers. Call for it in a way which show;
you mean to get it-and your insistence will be rewarded by the
improved tone of your loud speaker. If you meet with any difficulty
in obtaining it, order direct from factory. No postage charged or
can be sent C.O.D.

ii:1314

NEW PROCE,S
.

BATTERIES

LISEN LIMITED,

846, FRIAR4ANE, RICHMOND, SURREY .
Managing Director : THOMAS N. COLE.
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PLAYER'S MEDIUM NAVY CUT CIGARETTES WITH OR WITHOUT CORK TIPS.

for Cool
Smoking

PLAYER'S
Navy Cut
CIGARETTES

IREG

Al? 1:1/01/11.

10 for 6d.
50 for 2/5

20 for llid.
100 for 4i8

NCC 150

1927.
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THE latest grouse against the B.B.C.

I

is that they are ". stingy " !
According to Mr. J. H. Squire,
" the B.B.C. is just chaos, chaos, chaos !
Method ?

-4-4.-----4.411.-4.4P-4--1--*

THE LATEST t
GROUSE.

They don't know the meaning

of the word ! And they're stingy-the fee
I've finished with them."
There is another side of the picture. At

for cigarettes.

a meeting of the Select Committee of the
House of Lords the other day, which was

-

Daventry Junior.
By. THE EDITOR.

considering the Royal Albert Hall Bill

(that, if passed, will allow a more modern
type of entertainment to be given), Sir J.

that the corporation contracted to pay

concerts for the B.B.C. during the summer,

and the B.B.C. states that it regards this

*

Daventry Junior.

The modes operandi of preparing programmes is interesting. These days the

days.

director of the London and Daventry

stations prepares a rough programme for
coming broadcasts, and this draft comes
before the Director of Programmes for his
criticism and approval. The draft is then
sent round to the cthei.,stations and the
director of each station makes his sugges-

is now being asked for £200 a

concert in comparison with £66 a concert.
Money Carefully Spent.

tions as to what items should be taken
from London or Daventry, and how the

We understand the B.B.C. does not feel
inclined to pay so much. If it doesn't
it will doubtless be called " stingy " ; but

development as a favourable augury for the
future progress of its efforts 'to reconcile
the essential interests of music with broadcasting.

building up programmes the better, and
undoubtedly the result has been an improvement in the programmes.

£800 for a series of twelve concerts in the
Albert Hall. Previously they had been
allowed to rehearse free, but " owing possibly to the new management, we had to
pay additional money for rehearsals, and
the total amounted to about £1,000." The
B.B.C.

promised to conduct a number of special

The less formality in connection with

R,eith, Director -General of the B.B.C., said

casting. This probably means also that
arrangements are being made for a contract

between the B.B.C. and Sir Henry Wood's
Symphony Orchestra. Sir Henry has

Improved Programmes-How
They Are Arranged-Sir Henry
J. Wood and the B.B.C.-

they give my Celeste Octet hardly pays

Sir Henry J. Wood, the famous conductor,
has decided to associate himself with broad-

There seems to be a considerable amount
of discussion about Daventry Junior these

We have received many letters

from readers stating that they have heard

this station testing, while, on the other
hand, we have received many authoritative

statements that the station has not yet

sent out one single wave.
What is interesting, however, is the fact
that the new high -power station has had a

temporary wave -length allocated to it of
about 400 metres. If this wave -length is

the B.B.C. has this at least to its credit,
it does not spend listeners' money indiscriminately.

It may to argued that with such a huge
income the B.B.C. can afford to pay very

high fees, and it may be argued that if
it doesn't it is being " stingy." But

people seem to forget that the B.B.C. has
enormous expenses in connection with the
-(technical side of broadcasting, and it
cannot throw a hundred guineas here, two
Hundred guineas there, and perhaps a
',thousand guineas somewhere else, for one
particular item in the programme.
' Now and again, of course, as special

it can afford to pay heavy sums
(Or famous artistes, but even then one
items,

faioubts whether the expenditure is worth
149,hile. It was, of course, thrilling to hear
aderewski broadcast a recital, and thrilling
6 hear Tetrazzini and other famous artistes,
!Int when one considers the high fees they

Have to be ,$4 for; their" services. it is a

*atter of argument whether the money
could not have been expended in other
dir6ctions which would have lightened up
a week's programmes considerably instead
of only in spots.

Listeners have probably noticed that
during the last two months or so programmes have improved on the whole.

Some time ago we had occasion to criticise
adversely the programmes and their method
tif development. At that time, we pointed
out, the Corporation seemed to have very

little hand in the actual control of the

programmes, and most of the work was left
to a Programme' Board consisting of seven
people, ''these people representing the
various sides of programme activity. Mr.
R. H. EckersleY was, the chairman, whilst
Mr. George Grossmith looked after the light
Mr. Percy Pitt,
entertainment side ;
manic ; Mr. 'R. E. Jeffrey, drama ; J. C.
;Stobart, education and religion ; and Miss
Hilda Matheson, talks.
The Programme Board met once a week
and practically controlled broadcasting
programme fare ; but of late, we under-:

,

Buildings and masts for the Australian

rest of the programme time should be filled
in. The Director of Programmes again has

Beam " service at Grimsby.

adhered to it will mean that many listeners
possessing simple sets not particularly

fill up the list with features of their own.

selective as regards tuning out stations
within 50 miles of 5 X IC , will have no
little difficulty in cutting out their local
station from the high -power station. It
has been pointed out that in the case of

Mr. A. J. Alan.

two stations will be about equal, and

to approve this list before it comes into
force, and then the other five members of
the Board, noting how much time they
have at their disposal in the programmes,
According to the " Daily Telegraph," the
weekly analysis of correspondence with

regard to broadcast programmes recently
showed that Mr. A. J. Alan heads the list
with regard to popularity, and it seems .
the B.B.C. still place a great deal of reliance

London listeners, the field strengths of the
therefore the interference should 13e small,

about twelve miles from 2, L 0 measured
in a direct line to Daventry.
This is based on the assumption that the

power of Daventry will be in the neighbourhood of .about twenty kilowatts in

on the suggestions and criticisms sent in the aerial, while 2 L O's power in the aerial
by listeners. These criticisms are now is roughly two kilowatts.
However, these points must be settled
forwarded to individual members of the.
when Daventry Junior really starts regular
stand, the weekly meetings of the Pro- Programme Board for their attention.
gramme Board have ceased, and have given
The most interesting announcement with transmission. At the moment we hear that
way to occasional meetings and constant regard to the programme side of broadcasting the finishing touches are being put to the
informal discitssions concerning programmes. 'which has appeared lately is the fact that station.

Popular Wireless, May 28th, 1927.
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By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, Finst.P.
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MORE ABOUT SHIELDING
EOM DRY RECTIFIERS-" TAPER " CHARGE-HIGH RESISTANCESGRID LEAK ACCURACY.

beforehand with quite good accuracy.
Another great advantage is that an element
of this kind is much more adaptable for end -

contact than the graphite or Indian ink

element. The metallised glass tube may be
soldered, or, what is now better practice, it
maybe mounted in a stout protective tube
with metal end -caps, the glass rod eleinent
projecting into solder or Wood's metal cups
at the ends. Elements can be made in this
way to dissipate upwards of half a watt.

4

More About Shielding.

Bone Dry Rectifiers.

SOME little time ago I referred to the
recent development of dry rectifiers-

of the crystal type but adapted to carry
currents sufficiently heavy for battery charging, and mentioned that chargers embodying
these new types of rectifier were being pre-

pared for the market. Two or three such

chargers have now appeared, and in one of
these a current of 3 amperes is obtainable.
The charger is " bone-dry," operating without acids, alkalis, valves, vibrating or other
moving parts, or water.
It is clear, therefore, that the dry rectifier
is a really practical proposition. Moreover,
the resistance of the rectifier itself must
very low, since the charger is designed'466
deliver what is cometimes called a "'leper

specialised industry. At one time almost
any old thing would do for a high resistance

and the usual plan was to take a strip of
cardboard, glass or other material, and to
make a trace upon the same with graphite
or indian ink, end -contacts being clipped
upon the " resistance element " thus made
in order to provide terminals. Not only
was a resistance of this kind very uncertain

as to its resistance value, but it was unstable in use, and liable to vary with the
effects of moisture and temperature and,
worst of all, the making of satisfactory
end -contacts was a matter of considerable

I have had a considerable number of

letters from my readers on various aspects
of the question of shielding. There appears
to be much diversity of opinion on shield-

ing, some readers thinking that it is a
panacea for half the troubles in the wireless

receiver, whilst other readers state that

they have never found any need for shielding, and, having tried it, they observed no
advantage to be gained. Of course, as .I
said before, the necessity for or advantage
of shielding depends almost entirely upon
the type or circuit which is used-as well as
upon the lay -out and other conditions. It
is not suggested for a moment that shielding
is necessary in all cases.

Shielding is not even

always necessary when

H.F. stages are used,
but there are some

charge. A " taper " charge is only obtainable when the voltage applied to the battery
is slightly in excess of the maximum

cases where, with H.F.
amplification, the circuit would become un-

voltage which is developed by the fully

charged battery, and for a taper " charge
to be delivered, the internal resistance of

manageable-and consequently the sensiti-

vity for which the

the charging device must be low.
For example, suppose the applied voltage
were 8 volts for a 6 -volt battery, there would

circuit was designed
would be unobtainable

be about 2 or 21 volts difference between
the applied voltage and the battery voltage
if the latter were, say, 6 or 5/ volts. As the
battery became fully charged, however, its
voltage would rise to approximately 7 or

without the aid of

proper shielding.
You should remember also that if the
shielding is adopted in

71 volts, and consequently the excess
voltage available for driving the current

cases where it is unnecessary, or if it is
carried out in au unscientific manner, it

through the battery in the " charge "

direction would diminish to a final minimum
value of about half a volt with a corresponding reduction in the charging current. This

may-by the losses

is what is meant by a " taper " charge.

The television reproducing screen used in the recent successful

" Taper " Charge.

American demonstration.

If, however, the charging device had an
appreciable internal resistance, it would be

which it always introduces -4e a- disadvantage instead of an
advantage.

.

necessary to use a voltage considerably
above that of the hatterY to be Charged.
For example, -suppose 20 volts had to be
applied, then the rise in the back:electro7
motive -force from the battery, say, froni
6 volts to 71 volts, would only reduce the
charging

difference from

14

volts

to

difficulty.

Frequently there was more

resistance in the actual end -contacts than
there was in the resistance element itself !
Grid Leak. Accuracy.
Such resistances

Not a Substitute for Bad Design.

The experimenter is often advised to
shield every stage of tuned H.F. amplification. If the set is not properly designed
and is liable to break into oscillation, shield-

were rarely within

20 per cent. of their rated value, and they
were, as a rule, unable to dissipate more

probably cure that particular
trouble, but at the same time it will cut
ing will

down the selectivity and also the sensitivity,

than'one-fiftieth or one -hundredth of a watt
difference to the current.
.satisfaCtorily. About 1924, however, a great
ft is presumable, therefore, that the dry improveinent was made in the manufacture
rectifier referred to 'above, since it deliVers of resistances of this kind 13Y, the introa" taper charge, has a low internal resistance. dUction of metallically -coated glass tubes
These dry 'rectifiers are being intensively or rods: These gime tubes or rods were of
developed,* more particularly in the 'United very small diameter (about one -thousandth
States, and I think there is a considerable of an inch) and were coated on the outside
future for them. A dry rectifier has all the with silver " by any of the methods
advantages of a wet electrolytic rectifier commonly used for silvering glass. Other
(that is, absence of noise, and of initial and methods for the deposition of the metal film
running costs) whilst at the same time it has upon the glass have since been developed
the further great advantage that it obviates and used with success. The thickness of the
the use of any liquid in the -charging device. metallic deposit can be controlled with
considerable accuracy, as can also the

and will, therefore, reduce the range of

The manufacture of fixed high resistances
for Wireless circuits is becoming quite a

ing shall not be negatived by the effect

121 volts, which would make very little

High Resistances.

diameter and length of the glass tubes or
rods. Consequently, the resistance of the

element made in this way can be estimated

reception of a DX set. In this case the use of

shielding can only be regarded as a poor

substitute for the proper re -designing of the
Set.

The proximity of a metal or other conducting sheet to a coil produces an effect

equivalent to increasing the H.F. resistance

of the coil, owing to the eddy currents
which are set up in the metal.

The logical purpose of H.F. shielding
is to prevent the capacitative coupling of
one stage to another. This is caused by the
stray fields from variable condensers and
valves and the electrostatic field of the coil.

In order that the benefit gained by shield(Continued on page 540.)

oo
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THE time

is approaching when the
three -electrode valve must look to
its laurels if it is to retain its present

ia111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111U

We publish below an article from a special

As our readers know, the four -electrode valve =
was first brought into prominence before the E

E amateur with the publication of details about =
- the Unidyne H.T.-less Circuit invented by Mr. E
= Dowding and Mr. Rogers of this journal. =
There are to -day, however, many signs which E
indicate that the four -electrode valve may

History is apt to repeat itself,, and just

as the old-fashioned two -electrode detector
was displaced by De Forest's three -electrode
detector -amplifier, so the latter may before

usurp the three -electrode valve.
We understand that the Marconi Company,

long find itself ousted in popular favour
by the undoubted merits of the tetrode or

E which to -day takes a royalty of 32s. 6d. per H
- valve holder from manufacturers of sets, is to E
modify this licence, and now wishes another E
clause to be inserted in the royalty agreement,
limiting the terms of that licence to a valve E
holder only capable of taking a three -electrode
valve, thus placing outside the range of this -1agreement four -electrode valves.
We understand that owing to important =
developments of new types of valves containing
more than three elements, the Marconi =
Company bass communicated to its licensees

four -electrode valve.

It

is

a curious fact that whilst the

" hi -grille," or two -grid valve, has been
widely used by the amateurs of France,

Germany, Austria, and Holland for several

years past, it has not yet received the
attention it deserves amongst listeners 41
general over here.
The Unidyne Circuits.
Readers of " P.W."

are,

of

Ei

correspondent on the four -electrode valve. =

position of supremacy.

.

tiw"Tetrode
presence of the crowd of free electrons
immediately surrounding the filament.'

These constitute in themselves a further

negative field, tending to prevent the liberation of any more electrons from the
filament, and serving to bar the " plateward",
movement of those already liberated.
The existence of this negative field,

determines the internal resistance of the
valve. When the grid potential is made)
To SECOND PA LVEI

that it wishes to clear up the situation to =
enable manufacturers of valves to continue =
their work without any misunderstanding E
-14arisingit
Bunt
is not quite clear whether this modified Zr

course,

form of general licence will allow mann-

excepted from this general atmosphere of
indifference. The Unidyne circuit, invented

lecturers to make four -electrode valves or not.
Whether a special license will, be granted we :cannot state as yet, but we are given to
understand that a special type of four- =
electrode valve which has been the subject of
a good deal of research work by the Marconi

by Messrs. Dowding and Rogers, is generally

recognised as the first practical attempt

to popularise the four -electrode tube in one

particular direction, namely, as a means
of eliminating the use of H.T. batteries.
In spite of the success achieved by these
two inventors, it must be remembered that

E

Company's engineers, and which gives very
extraordinary results, will shortly be placed on E
the market.
If the Marconi Company allows other menu-

facturers to make this valve under licence =

= they may impose a royalty charge in excess E'
= of the 12s. 6d. at present charged per valve =
E holder for three -electrode valves. It is to =
be hoped, however, that the Marchni Company E
= will not feel it necessary to increase the =:= royalty or to retain a 'complete monopoly =
= of the manufacture of this new fOur-ileetrode
.-E valve, otherwise the influence on the trade in =
= general for the future is bound to be adverse.
THE EDITOR,.

r;i11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111:IIIIIIII

,These defects were, however,- present

in -the early stages of development of the
original Audion, or " soft " thfee-ele-etrode
valve, and it is riot too nitieh to say that
what manufacturers have. done in the, one
ease, they can do in the other, as Soon -as
the demand makes 'itself felt.

2311

the applied grid potential, there is another
" blanketing " effect caused by the actual.

Before indicating some of the many
usefUl applications of the

/. A TY R/ CAL 4 -ELECTRODE
REFLEX CIRCO/ T,

FIG.2. THE TETRODE IN
SUPERSO/V/C RECEPTION.

2.51z

more positive, the effective resistance of
the valve lessens, so that more current
can pass through for a given plate. voltage.

The same applies to any reduction of the
negative field due to the crowd of electrons
clustering around the filament.
Reducing the Space Charge.

It is one function of 'the second grid to

apply a positive voltage, and so lessen
the effect of the space charge in a four electrode valve. This, in turn, reduces

- the internal resistance of the *valve, and
allows it to pass more current for a smaller
value of applied
(Continued on next rage.)

valve in
modern practice, it may be

four -electrode

useful to state briefly the

precise use and purpose of
the additional grid.

at the time they launched the Unidyne

circuit the design of the four -electrode

As most readers are awa re, _

valve was practically in its infancy.

the electrons liberated from
the filament of the ordinary
three -electrode valve ale
initially trapped or confined

Owing to the widespread demand for

valves of the standard three -electrode

type, manufacturers had little time or

opportunity for concentrating on the
peculiar and difficult problems of tetrode

betWeen the filament and
grid, and are only allowed

design.

to escape through the latter,

Erratic Valves.

so as to reach the plate, as
and when the grid field Or
potential is favourable- to

As a consequence, many of the valves
then on the market lacked the steadiness
and reliability of performance which distinguished their three -electrode rivals.
Their characteristic curves were complex
and often decidedly erratic. The saturation

current in most cases was very smallsomewhere in the neighbourhood of four
milliamps--whilst the straight-line portion

of the characteristic curve-i.e. that part

available for distortionless amplificationwas comparatively limited in extent,

-

their passage.
When the grid is strongly
negative, -the electrons are

held tightly in the trap, so
that few can escape. As the
grid becomes more positive,
the trap opens, so to speak,
and the plate current
increases,

In addition, however, to

A popular Unidyne rue
employing three four-ele:.
valves.

Sc
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device for reducing the number of valves

THE COMING OF THE
" TETRODE."
(Continued from previous page.)

In the Unidyne circuit a small positive

charge on the second grid-amounting
to no more than the voltage of the filament -

heating battery-was sufficient to give fair
loud -speaker reproduction without any
other H.T. supply.

With an improved design of tetrode

" power "

valve

excellent full-strength

loud -speaker reproduction can already be

attained by using only one-half to one-

third the existing standard of H.T. values.
Within a short time the H.T. will, no doubt,
disappear entirely as a separate unit, and

this without sacrificing one iota of the
present standard of volume and clarity.
This is, however, only one aspect of the

As

required is particularly welcome.

previously explained, the extra grid here
offers a clear-cut method of utilising the
same valve both for generating the local

If the two, electrode capacities are equal,
the point A will lie midway along the plate
If they are unequal, the
inductance.
balance . point is shifted proportionally.

oscillations and for simultaneously handling
the incoming waves.
As shown in Fig. 2, the incoming signals,
with or without a preliminary stage of H.F.

amplification, are applied to the control
grids G2. The circuits of the plate, P, and
inner grid, G are back -coupled to each,
other so as to generate the local oscillations

at a frequency determined by the tuned
circuit, T, of the inner grid.

The resulting beat frequency is then
transferred from the plate circuit of the first
valve to the intermediate frequency amplifiers by any suitable form of coupling
as shown.
Neutralised Circuits.

When similar H.T. voltages are applied
to the plate and space -charge grid of a four-

elActrode valve, and input potentials are
peculiar advantages to be gained by using applied to the control or outer grid, it is
a second grid. From another point of view found that the currents flowing to the
the tetrode offers a promising field for the space -charge or inner grid and the plate
development of new types of reflex circuit. are of opposite phase-i.e. the plate current
It is also a convenient means for recLify- increases whilst the inner grid current deing and simultaneously generating lostal ,Feases, and vice versa.
oscillations both in super -heterodyne and
If tuned circuits are connected in these
super -regenerative reception.
two circuits, then the voltages on the plate
Finally, it simplifies the problem of balancing. the internal capacity coupling between the plate and grid circuits in H.F,

The effect of external lead capacities can

amplification.
Reflex circuits

This arrangement is somewhat similar
to the ordintirrneutrodyne circuit, using a
divided -plate inductance, except that the

using a tetrode valve

hake_ been in use. for some time on the
Continent, though Mr.' Scott Taggart was
apparently the first to advance th idea in

be compensated in the same way.

Fig. 4 shows a recent French circuit

embodying the same principle in slightly
different form. The aerial circuit is connected across the filament and the outer
grid, G2, and similar tuned curcuits, T,,
T2, are connected respectively -between the

H.T. positive and the inner grid, G and
plate, P.

Automatie Neutralisation.

inherent capacity between G, and G2
take the place, of ,the usual small external
condenser.
tig to the phase opposition

this country.

that exist9`lidtween, the plate and grid

Reflex Arrangements.

Fig. 1 the space -charge- grid, 'G,, and the

voltages, the feed -back effect of the capacity between -the Control grid, 02, and, the
plate, P; is competely balanced out.

voltage, so that the former in this case

*

In reflex circuits of the kind shown in
plate, P, usually carry the same H.T.

may be considered to function as a second

THE SPAN SPACE FOUR!

plate.

(C'ontinued from ,page 520.)

The aerial input is connected to the control grid, C41; as usual: H.F. amplification
takes place across to the second grid, the
external circuit of which comprises an H.F.
inductance -capacity loop, T; shunted by
the crystal, C. The crystal then feeds the

.the control grid are in opposite phase, and

former to the first grid, where L.F. ampli-

input circuit are mutually uncoupled so
far as the valve electrodes are concerned,

rectified currents back through a trans-

fication takei place across to the plate proper
and so to the 'phones.

In the super -het. type of receiver, any

and inner grid will also be in opposite phase.
Consequently, their electrostatic effects on

May be arranged to balance each other
out.

It follows that the output circuit and ,the

and the iVell-known neutrodyne or balancing effect is produced. In this way the

prOduction of unwanted self -oscilla-

tion is prevented.
Fig.

3

shows a

tetrode H.F. amplifier

in. which

effect

ceases and does not start again when slight

readjustments are made in the setting of
the tuninat' condensers.

Now bring up the reaction condenser

gradually until the set is once more found
to be oscillating, whereupon the neutralising

is

reaction condenser, advance the neutrodyne
condenser until oscillation once more ceases,
and proceed in this way until you find that

The

oscillation ceases.

Again bring up the

Method is due to

you have overshot the correct adjustment
of the neutrodyne condenser, and further

known Dutch radio

increases in its

Koomans, a well-

In this
case, feed -back
engineer.
between

the

two

grids and the plate

is

completely

eliminated by a mere

A back -of -panel view of a set employing trtxodes (four -electrode valves).

see -whether the receiver is. oscillating.
Fairly strong clicks shoukl be heard; and
then the netralising condenser should be
gradually screwed down until oscillation

condenser should ,be advanced again until

secured in a very
simple way.

*

connect a pair of.'phones to a: plug, and insert this in the 3 -valve jack. Now touch the
fixed plates of the tuning' condensers and

a

neutrodyne or
balance

*

-adjustment of the
tapping point A,

capacity make the set

oscillate more strongly instead of stopping
it. The object is to find such a setting of
the neutralising condenser that the greatest
possible reading of the reaction condenser
is required to produce oscillation.
Next week I shall have something more to say
about this receiver and the ,corr.t.,ct method of
operation

PopulaX
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First Aid for Componcntor
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sure that
" useless "
apparatus is really
Make
your

4

+ An article of in- +
terest to all con- +
V

struc tors ,

no good before you
scrap it. Very often

f

a little care will
restore it to its
former efficiency.

By
R. W. HALLOWS,
M ,A .

* 0000 0 0 0 000*
AGREAT many of the components
which are thrown away or relegated

to the " junk " cupboard owing to

their having suffered injuries -of a more or
less serious nature are really far from being
such completely hopeless cases as they are
thought to be. Often, in fact, the carrying

out of some simple little job will restore

anything seems to be possible in wirelessbut a breakdown of this kind is certainly

exceedingly rare, the primary being the
winding that is practically always affected.

Fig 1 shows where the fault really was

in many of these broken-down transformers.

No burn -out at all had occurred in the
windings ; there was simply a -break in

nothing of the kind has really happened.

I have in use at the present time two

valves, each of which was laid aside by
its fermeeowner as being of no further use.
Neither has visited a firm of valve, repairers,
yet both are in perfect working order. The

Is 746

one of the four leads that run from the'ends

of the windings to the terminals. Never
condemn a transformer as burnt -out until

0 RN .8Y
C H1/40:

ce4 aro

you have satisfied yourself that one of these
leads is not to blame for its silence. Connect a'small battery and a pair of telephones

across the terminals of each winding in

turn and move the appropriate leads about
with a finger.
Queer Valve Faults.

If one of them is broken the movement
will now bring its ends together and now
separate them, with resultant unmistakable

telephones. A repair is
usually not difficult to effect here. The
noises in the

faulty portion of the wire is cut away and a
new piece is soldered on. There may -be

no break in the lead at all,' but merely a

F6.1

disconnection between the end of a lead and
the shank of its terminal, owing to the solder
having come adrift.

11 &EAR' /N ANY OF THE
.LEADS (X) MAY Be

Valves may develop queer little faults
that produce all the symptoms of such

serious things as a broken filament, though

NASTAKEN FORA !al/RN:Oar'

them to their

X

l%6 a

SPEAKS /N THE Z./17Z E LE-4DSM
MAY CAUSE AnecEprive..5moinots

first was believed to have a broken filament,'

for the very good reason that it would not

light up' when current was switched on.
When this kind of thing happens, one's first business should always be to examine
the base of the valve cap. In many makes
the leads from grid, plate and filament are

brought out through tiny holes near the
(Continued on next page.)

full usefulness and will

enable them to give good service for a long
time to come.
.

_

,

I do not know how many times friends
have shown me, almost with tears in.their
eyes, " bUrnt-out transformers " that were
really not burnt -out at all. All the usual
signs of a burn -out were there, it is true.
The set became more and more noisy ; then

came a final crash, folloWed by complete
and utter silence. When the transformer
was subjected to the usual tests for con-

tinuity it ;was' found that there was no

response across one or other pair of
terminals, and a burn -out was not

unnaturally diagnosed.
Testing Transformers.

What first led me to suspect that the

diagnosis was at fault was the production

by a friend of a transformer which was
stated to have a burnt -out secondary. I
would not like to say that a burnt -out
secondary never has occurred-almost

If a set is to operate successfully all oe
components must be above reproach.

Popular Wireless, May 28th,
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FIRST AID FOR
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(Continued' from previous page.)

Fix a length of flex wire to a wander plug,
and place this in the 12 or 15 -volt socket.
Bare the other end of the flex and with it

touch the second filament terminal for a
fraction of a second. Repeat this two or

three times, then try the valve in the

base of the pins. Each lead is wound

one end of a strip of copper foil

The foil strip is wound several times round
the spindle and its free end is then soldered
to the shank of the terminal. You now

receiving set again. Should you burn out
the filament you are no worse off than you
were before, since the valve was, anyhow,
useless in that condition.

r

can be carried out at about half the cost of
a new valve.

Fps

Rheostats and Resistances.

Rheostats are often regarded as useless
when their resistance coils have become
crushed or otherwise deformed.

Actually.

a new lease of life can often be given by
very simple expedients. If the coil is of
the open type a fresh one can be obtained
for sixpence from firms such as the Igranic
Company or the Grafton Electric Company,

and it is a very simple matter to take out
the old coil and to fit the new one in its

place.

attached.
An examination of the base of the valve

to which I am referring showed that this
was exactly what had happened to one

of the little filament leads. By employing
a fine soldering iron and a little. patience
the lead was repaired and the filainont lit
up as well as ever..
The second valve was discarded because,

have a perfectly positive contact, the
spring coiling up and uncoiling as the
plates are rotated, but always remaining
fast at both ends.
Improving Condensers.

If the fixed vanes are not bent, but have

simply got out of alignment, so that the
moving vanes touch them as they are

rotated, the former can be adjusted in
many condensers by means of the nuts

short-circuits between turns, is to use

moving vanes fully and bring the others into

order to make sure that there are no

within the valve to which it should be

enamelled

resistance

wire

of

suitable

gauge, putting it on as tightly and as
evenly as possible and afterwards giving
a coating of shellac to fix the turns. When
the shellac is dry the insulation must be

flat spanner for the purpose, mesh the

line by slackening off and tightening up
the nuts referred to. It is usually rather
a hopeless case to endeavour to straighten

bent vanes, either fixed or moving, though
I have known success achieved by the use
of an old - fashioned
copying press. By far

the best method

they are willing to
supply them.
It occasionally hap-

pens that one of the

as in the previous case, the plate pin being
subsequently tightened up with Chatter ton's compound.

ends of a clip -in condenser becomes loose,
or even altogether detached. Provided that
the overlap of the two

" Flashing a Valve.

If a valve has lost its emission, the case

not always hopeless so

lona°

filament is of the thoriated

sets of plates is 'not
too great, a repair may

as the

type. A

be effected here in the

somewhat desperate remedy is required-

way shown in Fig. 5.
Force the- clip quite

but, then, the disease also is desperate, The

valve should be " flashed " in the way
shown in Fig. 3. Lost emission is due

as a rule to the fact that there is no longer
Sufficient thoria on the surface of the
filament to enable it to emit a dense
electron stream at low temperatures. By
applying a high potential across the

home and drill two

very small holes right
In reflex sets of this description it is essential through. Into each of
that no fault be present in either components these pass a small brass
or connections.

rubbed away with emery cloth over the
path taken by the contact arm. Cracked
rheostat formers may often be mended
with Chatterton's compound.

1.1-1-ifiti
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Av "rave Wasshyzss 'IN A /16,9*
VAR/ABLE CONDENSER.
/7c 4
filament for a brief instant a fresh supply

of thoria may be driven from the interior of
the filament to the surface.
To flash a -Valve, attach one pole of, an
H.T. battery to One of the filament terminals.

is

to obtain fresh vanes
from the makers. if

it was noisy. There could. be no deubt
about that ! The trouble here was that
the plate pin was very loose and -that the
lead was fractured. A repair was made

is

18749

above and below them, which hold them in
position on the pillars. Use a small

often be re -wound.
.

7/7(5Z00.54 END Of A

CL/P-/N' CONDENSER RYNEDA:

The safest method, in

A resistance coil with a solid core can

/12,4,51/NaA ki4LVE

acme

3 in. in length and about 3.. in. in width.

once or twice round this pin and then
secured with a little solder. Now, if a
valve holder is a very tight fit, or if the
Yon can always have a new filament
pins: have become at all loose in their put in by a firm of repairers. It is worth
seatings, these fine leads may easily be remembering that when the filament is
broken (Fig. 2). There is thus no con- touching the grid, or when all attempts to
nection between the pin and the point restore lost emission fail, re-filamenting

/56.3

1927.

Old variable condensers are often put
out of commission owing to their having
developed a certain amount of noisiness.
In most cases this condition is the result of
wear, the spindle being able to wobble a
little, and so making a " chancy " contact.

brad or a littlecopper

rivet. Cut off the ends fairly close 'on the
far side and rivet over with a light, round ended hammer.
I have successfully repaired a good many

clip -in condensers in this way,. but care

must always be taken to test them out

when the job has been,done, before they
are brought into use, in order to see that
the, two sets of plates have not been shorted
by the rivets..

Such a condenser is usually of little further
use for a delicate or sensitive circuit, but it

Decreasing sensitiveness in either telephones or loud speaker is dueSs a rule to
weakening of the permanent magnets, a

serviceable in circuits where fine ;tuning is
not required. The remedy here is .to fit a
spiral contact in the way shown in Fig. 4.
A terminal is inserted into the end piece
of the condenser, in. or a little more away
from the spindle: To the latter is soldered

process which is accelerated either by rough

can be made quite, quiet and may be

handling or 'by connecting them to the

output terminals, so that current passes in
the wrong direction through the windings.
Most makers will undertake re -magnetization for a very small ehazge...

Popular TVirelCs, May 26th,
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Covent Garden Opera.

The third and final broadcast in connec-

BROADCAST NOTES.
4

tion with the present Opera Season at
Covent Garden will take place on Friday,

June 24th, when listeners will be given

By OUR BROADCASTING CORRESPONDENTS.

B.B.C. and Television-The cenotaph Broadcast-A B.B.C. Coup-P. F.
Warner to Broadcast Cricket -A Bolton Occasion-A Cardiff NoveltyCovent Garden Opera - The Local News Crisis-The Prince or WalesNew Story by A. J. Alan.
B.B.C. and Television.

CAPTAIN ECKERSLEY I vehemently
denies the suggestion that he and the
other enaineers at Savoy Hill ridicule
television. The Chief Engineer of the B.B.C.
declares that, in his opinion, television will
in due course become a fait accompli. At

the same time, however, he insists that a
considerable period must elapse before
television comes into general practical use.

The B.B.C. opinion, as interpreted by
Captain Eckersley, appears to be that such
methods of television as have been proposed,

so far are more in the nature of laboratory
experiments on which future systems will
be. based. -

They are not looked upon as

The Covent Garden people opened their
mouths very wide indeed. For' instance,
the short extract from " The Huguenots,"

surely into the service of the B.B.C. on a
permanent basis. Then, with such a
brilliant aggregation at work, the B.B.C.
will have very strong levers with which to

on May 30th (already announced in " P.W.")

is costing more than £200 in fees alone.
The Local News Crisis.

overcome the opposition of the Queen's Hall
people. It looks, therefore, as though' the
B.B.C. will get a finger in the Queen's Hall

pie before next winter.

"last ditchers"

The B.B.C. has been trying to reorganise
and improve its local news services. These

through the Agencies in
accordance with the terms of the main
agreement between the B.B.C. and the
Press.
The Agencies had nominated a
are handled

But even if the

hold out, the B.B.C.

concerts. under Sir Henry Wood will be
given elsewhere, so that in any event both

local press man to give local items to the
B.B.C. station. The arrangement for local

the public and the music lover stand to gain

by the recent success of the Savoy .Hill

news alone cost the B.B.C. some thousands

negotiators:

P. F. Warner to Broadcast Cricket.

Mr. P. F. Warner, the famous cricketer,

immediate practical solutions of the
problem. It is pointed out that wireless

will give a running commentary on the

its theoretical possibility was realised
twenty years earlier. Captain Eckersley

Mr. Warner will open with a ten minutes' de,
scription of the ground, with reminiscences

telephony was known to be a possibility
fifteen years before broadcasting, and that

on the score of the meagreness of its excerpts
this year from Covent Garden. The difficulty appears to have been chiefly financial.

*

.1.--00----

*

Act II. from Bizet's " Carmen." There has
been some adverse criticism of the B.B.C.

SI

;

Middlesex v. Nottingham match at Lord's
on Saturday, ,Tune 11th, from 2.15 to 6.30.

a year. But it was not the cost so much as
the -quality of the service that concerned
Savo Hill. Apparently there has been a
growing volume of complaint from listeners

because of the varying quality of the local
news service. After careful consideration,
Savoy Hill decided to change the system.
Instead of putting on local news regularly

would have us believe that his attitude
towards television is one of benevolent
interest. He declares that the B.B.C. will
naturally co-operate in whatever way

whether there was
anything to report

a practical system of television capable

In other words,

or not, they decided

to make the local

possible with any concern bringing forward

news fit the event.

of general application.

there was only to be
local news when
something happened

The Cenotaph " Broadcast."

worth reporting by

The first broadcast to be done from the
Cenotaph will be in . connection with the
annual service of the British Legion, and
will take place at 5 p.m. on Whit Sunday.
June 5th. This will probably be the most

radio. This would
seem to be a reasonable plan, but it is a

difficult

difficulties of Broad-

have been laid down by the authorities.

tion that the change-

further sign of the

Broadcast " ever
" Outside
attempted by the B.B.C. Severe conditions

casting administra-

over has been

The microphones must not be visible.

There must be a guarantee that none of the
gear will interfere with the traffic. Thus it
will be necessary to extend a steel hawser
across the roadway, and suspend the
" mikes" from this. The amplifying gear

will be installed in a room in the Home
Office.
The Dean of Westminster (the
Very Rev. William Foxley Norris) is to
conduct the service, during which listeners
will hear " The Last Post " and the
" Reveille."
A B.B.C. Coup.

accompanied by a
A three -valuer built from the " P.W.- Blue Prints by Mr. E. A. Lewin, 18,
Windmill Road, Edmonton.

generally, and thereafter will give fiveminute talks at 3, _4, and 5 p.m. He will
sum up with a ten minutes talk at 6 p.m
A Bolton Occasion.

Thursday, June 9th, is a red letter
anniversary for Bolton. It is the centenary
of the invention by Samuel Crompton of
the spinning 'wheel. Speeches at the Albert

considerable popular
clamour, questions

in Parliament, and

numerous other demonstrations of popular
disapproval. But the B.B.C. will be well
advised to carry on without modification.
The Prince of Wales.

Listeners will be glad to learn that they

are to hear the voice of the Prince of Wales
again when he opens the new building of the

-The engagement of Sir Henry Wood on
a lOng contract is undoubtedly a great coup
for the B.B.C. It was known that various
negotiations were spinning out their
tortuous course in connection with .a number

Hall:Bolton, will -be relayed by Manchester

University College of the South West at

Hall and its skilled personnel'. Apparently
Messrs. Chappell and the B.B.C. found
agreement impossible, so the latter set out

Professor G. W. Daniels, who occupies the
chair of Commerce and Administration at
Manchester University, will give a talk from

Manchester on the life of Crompton on

The broadcast will be between 1.30 and
2.45 p.m., and will include Community
Singing by the students, prayer by the
Bishop of Exeter, a speech by Sir Henry.

Tuesday, June 7th.

Copes, and then an address by the Prince of

on its own. It rightly regarded Sir Henry
Wood as the key to the situation. With his

A Cardiff Novelty.
Following the

College, will close the proceedings.

became much easier and indeed almost
inevitable. For instance, it is obvious that
Sir Henry would not leave his brilliant

by Don Pedro's Mexican Band will be

of proposals aimed at saving the Queen's

capture

other important developments

Queen's Hall orchestra " in the soup." No

doubt this will be drafted gradually but

on that day. Lord Derby and Sir William
Haworth will be among the speakers.

Exeter on Tuesday, June 7th. The proceedings will be put out S.B. through Plymouth.

,

Wales. Mr. John Murray, Principal of the

broadcasting through
Cardiff of Evensong from Llandaff Cathedral
on Sunday, June 19th, a special programme

New Story by A. J. Alan.

the field adjoining the
Cathedral. It will be interesting to note the
reaction of this contrast on Welsh listeners.

Mr. A. J. Alan, admitted as the champion
raconteur of the microphone, will tell
another of his inimitable stories on Monday,
June 14th, S.B. from London.

relayed

from
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DRY OR WET. B.T.

THE VITAL QUESTION.
The Editor, Poet' Laa WIRELESS.

f

Dear, Sir, --1 have read with great -interest the

CORRESPONI%Nd.

correspondence published each week on L.F. coupling.

May I say that after studying sound reproduction in
connection with the loud speaker for sonic considerpresent type of horn speaker;' particularly when eon-,
fleeted to,r, transformer Coupled set, is now obsolete,..:.

THE VITAL QUESTION"SATURATING " A LOUD SPEAKER-

in so far as natural reproduction is concerned.
italicise natural because there is such a gap between
natural and the so-called pure reproduction. I can
willing to adinit that h first-class horn speaker coupled
to a resistance amplifier is very pure reception, and

.

.

-

AN UNUSUAL BURN -OUT.

will satisfy a great majority of listeners, especially if
they possess little or no musical knowledge ;. but to a
mnsiefanIhe result of cniineeting a moving coil instrument to the same set is eel amazingly different, that I
cannot imagine even the uneducated listener not being
able to appreciate the contrast in musical balance.

Lettertf Item readeri discussing interesting and

topical wireless events, or recording unusual
experiences, are, always welcomed; lint it must

be clearly understood that the publication of
such does in no way indicate that we associate
ourselves with the views expressed by our comet spondents, and we cannot accept any respon4 sibility for information given.-Editor.
,

I ant quite sure that if the majority of the public
could receive what** B.B.C. are at present sending

out they would ha 'tubes than surprised at the

advance in transmission. Berw,-.aially, I am of the
opinion that the transmission at times, is so faithful
as to be positively uncanny.
May rpreanne to suggest to 2 A D itpart from
his wish to suppress the bass, that it is ,:exceedingly

.

+

* -4--o-0--4----4.--4.--4.--4-4.-------4. 4.--44-----*
Every: t.irne,tiub studio is. used, the same " blasting "
effect., but hannediately a piano is played in any other
studio,..it is perfect. 'I know my set and batteries ere

difficult to obtain a preponderance of bass from u loud

speaker on account of the intensity requited tb even
approaCh the volume of the fundamental bass of a
normal orchestra or pipe organ.
Mr. Bonavia-Hunt, in his letter of May 7th,has put
the whole question in the proverbial' nutshell, and I

in good condition,' so cannot throw the blaMe on
them.

.

Yours faithfully,

V. A. M. POWELL.

" Kingsmore," 1. Deuce Road,
Iffilwich Village, 8.E.21.
not already done so, to carry out his suggestions and
experiments, pa rticidarly changing over rapidly front
horn to moving coil speaker..
ACCUMULATOR HM BATTERY.
In conclusion, after experimenting perstinally for
The Editor, -ffi,er fin WIRELESS,
many years in the quest for good quality atett hatdral
reproduction a tour-valver consisting of a D.F.6-11.- --; Dear Sir, --7.-1 :us using a four -valve set with H.T.
detector (anode bend rectification), followed litY,A,M SeurfnilatOrs. of 2,,00 milliamperes capacity: I
well -designed two -stage amplifier resistance coupled,
fife only two t alt e on the local station, and three
using two super power valves in parallel for the last
oil 5 X X. The valVes are new 11.T.H. valves, using stage and a suitable tone control in conjunction with
6 milliamp., total, and the batteries only last me
an instrument on a principle similar to the moving
a month. Is this normal or abnormal, as I was
coil, is very difficult to improve upon at the present
that they would last four or five months ?
time. but I think the great question is Can the informed
It is used about four hours daily. I put a dud valve
majority really appreciate the difference between.
in
the
H.F.
position, as it is not used,
transformer and resistance coupling ?
Wishing "1'.W." every success.
Yours faithfully,
Yours sincerely,
FELGATE KING.
W. MITetiEkt,
2S0, Earl's Court Road, London, S.W.5.
124, Vauxhall Road,
Birmingham.
can thoroughly zecommend experimenters, it they have'`

:

SHORT-WAVE RECEPTION.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

A TONE CONTROL.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS'.

Dear Sir,-You may he interested to hear that on
April 27th, 1927, at 3.49 a.m. B.S.T., I succeeded in.
picking un the short -Wave transmission from W L W,
fiecinsusti, on a wave -length of 52 metres fapprox.)
on two valves. Strength was very good, almost
attaining the standard Of 2 X A F., every word of the.
announcements being easily understood. However,
high-speed fading and atmospherics were more
noticeable Lou this wave than on 32 metres. At
4 a . m.' (10 p.m. E.S.T.) W I. W signed off for the
night. On two successive mornings- I have since
picked up their transmission, but not at such good
strength. I might Mention that I was using a short
aerial and no earth; as is my usual custom on the
short waves. I sin a fairly regular listener to
2 X A F's programme, and would be pleased to hear
from other readers who have heard W L W on the
short waves.:

Dear Sir,-I herewith enclose a sketch of a tone

control I made up for my loud speaker, and which I
find works very well. You will notice there are two
switches and seven studs for each ; the first stud in
each case is a dummy, so that the arrangement can

thatbattery,

short circuiting current was about 20 amperes. It was
noticed that the battery voltage very quickly reached
20 volts again after removing the short circuit.

The test was stopped after 100 short circuits
was no trace of buckling, flaking, or shedding of
active material either after the 100 short circuits

had been given, without any need to re -charge. There
or on the subsequent re -charge. It is not possible to
convey any 'convincing evidence to this effect by means

of photos, so I am forwarding one pair of plates taken

front the battery after the completion of the experiThis , is not a surprising result ;. it is what every

accumulator battery will withstand if we are to
believe, the, claims of the manufacturers.

One other statement made by Mr. Hallows also

requisea Correction. He alleges, that " at the end of
three years, both the dry cell battery and the accumulator will be done for." This is surely a very pessimistic forecast of the results which will be obtained
with the thousands of accumulators now in service

already two years old. There does not seem the
slightest reason to assume that they will only last
another year.

Yours faithfully,
E. C. McKinnon, M.I.E.E.,
(Chief Engineer to
The Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd.)
Clifton Junction, Nr. Manchester.
Ed. Note
Plates referred to certainly appear

to be in perfect condition, despite the treatment to
which they wet! inlijected.
H.T. ACCUMULATORS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

.

Dear Sir,-With regard to Mr. H. G. Hookey's

perience of H.T. accumulates% and mine do not agree.

I have four '20-Volt " EtUde." W.J. units, and a

three -valve set (Bet;_ and 2 L.F 4 with two P.M.3 and
a P.M.4 ,valvestandtike Set,T.$) only in use for about
25 hours' a week oil an aveiars,,And for three-quarters
of th10 time on two Valves Maly; My H.T. accumulators. however,. wflt Duty 11114-10r Just over a month,

'six webki'at the bilesltle,nfidut the end of this time
the voltage hambitstfpect to About 30.

This, of poursejlikvery disappointing, as I pur-

thasett-thls make of aceinanlitor because they seemed
to be offaYger'eapacity thou the usual run of this type.

D. C. n ATTIKER.

`; Mon Desir," Boreham Wood, Heft,.

of ;battery,- anti I certainly expected themto last for
considerably longer than, this. I have tested; the
acid and it is up to the strength recommended. T.

-

" SATURATING " -A LOUD SPEAKER.

charge them up myself in accordance with the instrue4

The ,Edltor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dons by the makers, and I do not think It can be.

Dear Sir,-I have on numerous occasions seen

use of " Super -Bower " valves for
reference to
goodquality reproduction,
reproduction, and also aiticles upon their
correct, use as to the potential applied to the grid and
anode, etc. There is, however, a point that .I have.

be put out of circuit If not required. Also one, two,
three, or four condensers can be put in parallel (the
three or four by placing the switch arms or arm on
two studs), so that quite a number of capacities can
be placed across the loud speaker. Perhaps readers
can make some use of this little control.
Yours faithfully,
j
:

not seen, mentioned, and that is the effect of the

increased wade current as compared with that of the
staler:" small poWer " valve upon the loud speaker.
I have found the increased current lowing through
the loud -speaker windings may, especially in the case

.

-

22, Gresford Avenue, Liverpool.

of some " cone " type speakers, cause distortion if.
;
a filter circuit is net used.
This may take the form of "rattling." apparently
caused by the -diaphragm being drawn much nearer
&kW-pole:piece than the other, or distortion may
only be" noticeable upon very, loud or, high-pitched
passages : in this case I believe that it is due to
ffisaturation " of the speaker magnets, neither of

It. H. Ticstn.

-

AN UNUSUAL BURN -OUT.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Apropos the article, " How to Burn

Out Valves ".in. a recent issue of " P.W.." I would
like to add yet another cause, and one which must be
of rare occurrence. I 'was using a Magnavox loud
speaker, And .for convenience-although it. proved
very inconvenient-was using the filament battery

which would be so pronounced when using a Valve -Of
less emission.
Yours faithfully,
E. ALAN P. DOUGLAS.

to energise the field. All went well for a time until one
field connection, worked loose and opened the circuit,
M11,Ch.eaused....the,baek 'E.M.F. kickto lawn out the
laments and ail sot it seems% to latesik-the filament
porfs..fay be of /Merest tcrother readers
waniing.
serye

Parbold Hall, Wsightington,
Near Wigan.
,

Dear Sir,-Mr. R. W. Hallows is to be congratu,
in oinelif youf March fishes, 'but he perpetuated a'
falls* which the write!, amongst others, his endeavoured repeatedly to -'shear up.
In comparing the accumulator battery with a dry
cell kiattery and the Sac Leclanche battery, Mr.
Hall,
asserts
the aectunidator 'is distinctly
.!mor&vulnerable than either of the:others, as a brief'
short' circuit .may be vastly snore serious to an
accumulator battery-" it will certainly curtail the
total life of the battery very greatly, and it may even
put some of the cells altogether out of actioh through
the buckling of their plates."
I have yet -to see an accumulator battery of any
make which has been damaged by a brief short
circuit. To put the matter to a proof, an interesting
experiment has been carried out during the past week
our laboratory, taking. as ordinary 20 -volt H.T., Exide battery. Two 12 -in. lengths of rubber -covered
flex 110/.0076 were 'brought from the terminals of
the battery to' a tumbler switch which was closed
every half -hoar for about two seconds. The internal
resistance of the battery was approximately 1 ohm
and the resistance of the external circuit through
which the battery was shorted, was 0.01 ohm ; the

letter in a recent issue of " P.W.," I am afraid his ex-,

Yours faithfully,

.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

latelf on the very interesting article which nippeared

WET H.T.?

DRY 0

able time :I have come:to the conclusion that tt

-

19!27,

--

HAVE -READERS NOTICED THIS
The Editor POPULAR:WIRELESS.

Yours truly,

;

Dear Sir,-I should he interested to know if any

of my tellowteaders have expersencedany blasting
of the piano from one particutar studio pt Savoy Hill ?

-

31,- The Gardens,

A. W. SIMONS.

,

E. Dulwich. 8.E.22..

said that they are undercluirged.
A friend of mine who also slink this maker- on a
four -valve set finds that his accumulators will not
stand up for more than three weeks.
I shall be glad to hear if any of your readers experience the same.
Yours truly,
A. E. CARELESS.

4, Nightingale Buildings.,
Grove Road, London, N.W.B.

THE Q. & A. SET.
The. Editor POPULAR WIRELESS.

thought the following details might'
Dear
interest you concerning the " Q. & A." receiver, full':
particulars of which appeared in your issue of`
Jan.
,(111S5tillaLday, Jan. 23rd; .t had comPletefl the wiring,
and everything was ready for testing by 3.30. f
connected up and, using an Amplion 'Dragon
Mulford P.M.1 and P.M.2 valves, and Lissen transformer, obtained:a Reception which, I think, would bet
hard to belt fo'r a two -valve set for purity and volume.

In the evening, between 6 and 8, I roadbed out for'

foreign stations. I was not disappointed ; I received
four different stations on splendid headphone strength.
But being new to long distance -work I was unable td
locate them, The following Sunday, however
(Co)Paimed an pa- ge'540.)
_

-

.
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ELIMINATE
THE COSTLY

H.T. BATTERY
Install a

H.T. BATTERY ELIMand you remove the one
expensive and uncertain part of wireless
INATOR

Gil

WE DO NOT TALK ABOUT SUCCESS-WE GUARANTEE IT.

Guarantee.

1, hereby, guarantee that 1 will provide ,each Student of The
Bennett College with tuition until he has passed the examination

a

for which he has enrolled.

I further guarantee to provide all the necessary books .free of
charge and undertake that no further fees will be required other
than those stated on the form of enrolment.
WE

GIVE

F.R.S.A., M.I.Mar.E., A.I.Struet.E..
M.B.IF.S., etc. (GOVERNOR1, THE
COLLEGE, SHEFFIELD

A

WRITTEN
COPY
OF THIS GUARAN-

TEE TO EVERY
STUDENT.

Having helped thousands of others to

achieve

success

Dry Batteries which have a very limited
life cannot give a constantly maintained
voltage output. Therefore the quality
of reproduction fluctuates.

if we can we will tell you how.

We have FREE booklets setting out

the possibilities in connection with each
of the subjects shown in the lists ; send
for the one in which you are interested, or
ask for MY PRIVATE ADVICE, which
also is free. You incur no obligation.
Most Moderate

Charges, Payable Monthly.
WE

The output is i6 milliamps at 150 volts,
with a variable tapping of one of three
voltages for H.F. and Detector Valve.
Absolute simplicity, low cost and negligible
upkeep.

it

I am assisted by a large and expert
staff, and the advice we give is sound.
If we cannot help you we will say so ;

reception.

No. 930 for 100 to 110 volt mains £4 :10 : 0
200 to 240
.£5: 0:0
No.932
The 930 and 932 H.T. Eliminators for D.C.
Mains simply plugs into any'electric socket.

and advancement,

may be possible that we can help YOU.

TEACH

ALL

COMMERCIAL.

THE

EXPERT TUTORS
FOR EVERY

DEPARTMENT.

FOLLOWING

COMMERCIAL-(
Secretaryship
Workshop Organisation

Accountancy
Advert. Writing
Salesmanship
Army Certfct. Courses
TECHNICAL.
Auctioneering and Estate
Applied Mechanics
Agency
Auditing
Architectural Drawing'
Banking
Building Construction
Book-keeping
Clerk of Works' Duties)
Civil Service
Boiler Engineering
Commercial Arithmetic Boiler Making
Commercial Law
Chemistry
Company Law
Civil Engineering
Concrete and Steel
Costing
Economics
Draughtsmanship
English and French
Electrical Engineering
Executorship Law
Practical Mechanical
Foreign Exchange
Engineering
General Education
Engineering Costing,
Modern Business Methods
Quantities and SpeciPolice. Entrance and
fications
Promotion Courses
Foundry Work

WE SPECIALISE
PREPARATION

IN

Have You

ANY

Ambition?

SUBJECTS

TECHNICAL-(
Heat Engines
Internal Combustion

Engines
Marine Eng. B.O.T.
Mathematics
Matriculation
Metallurgy
Mining
Mine Surveying
Motor Engineering
Naval Architecture
Pattern Making
Post Office Examinations
Quantity Surveying
Sanitation
Shipbuilding
Structural Engineering
Surveying and Levelling
Surveyors of Works, R.E.
Telegraphy and Telephony
Town Planning
Wireless Telegraphy
Works Managers' Course

Note
THE BENNETT COLLEGE,
Address :
Dept. 100, SHEFFIELD.

FOR

tok111,1111.161

ALL EXAMINATIONS.
WE TEACH BY POST
IN

No. 920, PRICE £9:12:6, with valve and royalty.

This H.T. Eliminator for A.C. Mains, plugs
into any electric light socket. It is perfectly
silent, improves reception and costs id. per
hour. The choice of one of three voltages

for H.F. and Detector Valves is provided

State voltage and frequency of supply
when ordering.
for.

PYE RADIO PRODUCTS GUARANTEED ONE YEAR

W. G. PYE & CO.,
GRANTA WORKS,

CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND

ALL PARTS OF
THE WORLD.
Dept. 106,

CUT THIS OUT

FOR CAB' N ETS

and post to us for FREE list illustrating
Cabinets as shown in" Popular Wireless," etc.,
etc., and for our additional Bulletin No. 2:

NAME
ADDRESS
(Write in block letters, please.)

CARRINGTON Mfg. Co., Ltd.,
CAMCO WORKS, SANDERSTEAD ROAD,
SOUTH CROYDON.

Telephone: Croydon 0623 (2 lines).

Trade enquiries especially invited.
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the price of 3s. 6d. it strikes us as being an
excellent proposition.

Apparatus

'

A NEW EDISWAN VALVE.

'hie latest Ediswan valve is the R.C. 610,
a 6-volter taking .1 amperes of filament
current, and designed for use in resistance -

To sto

capacity -coupled amplifiers. It has an
amplification factor of 40 and an impedance
of 100,000 ohms. The bulb is &Most com-

Traders and manufacturers are invited to submit wireless sets and components to the " P.W."
Technical Dept. for test. All tests are carried out with strict impartiality in the " P.W."
test -room, under the supervision of the Technical Editor, and the general reader is asked to
note that this weekly article is also intended to provide a reliable and unbiased guide as to

what to buy and what to avoid.-EDITOR

A CHEAP LOUD SPEAKER.

A FELLOWS' "Junior " loud speaker has
been received by us for test. The

outstanding feature of this accessory
is its price-it is sold at 13s. 6d. But notithstanding this extraordinarily low figure
the loud speaker has a height of 19 inches
and is of quite good appearance. It is provided with an adjustment which enables a
close control of its sensitivity to be obtained.
Now it would be unfair to compare a horn.
speaker of this type with a " Cone " costing

many pounds, and the low price must be
taken into consideration when criticising
its performance. Not that the Fellows'
" Junior " appears to require much in the

way of a concession, for it works exceedingly

cell in our opinion. It can handle a fair
input and reproduce all the medium and
higher tones very well-quite as well, in fact,
as some loud speakers whose prices are very

much higher than 13s. 6d. Connected to a

two -valve set of a very popular design-i.e.
one including a stage of transformer -

coupled L.F. amplification, the Fellows'
" Junior " gave a clear rendering of the
local station's programme. Speech was
quite good, and strings came through very
well.

We are sure that the average listener

would have very few faults to find with it,
and it certainly does widen the horizon for
those who have loud -speaker aspirations
but crystal -set pockets !
A LOG BOOK AND DIARY.
We recently received a copy of " The 1927

Log Book and Diary" issued by the Radio
Society of Great Britain. It is an excellent
production, and besides a generous allotment of pages to the Diary section it contains many interesting articles and tables
of vital interest,to the listener and amateur.
A list of amateur transmitters is given. At

pletely silvered, but a circular inspection
area of clear glass is arranged on the top,
where at one time there would have been
a " pip." The valve is sold with one of its
filament legs sealed up in a small glass tube.

Until the seal is broken the valve cannot
possibly be plugged into a holder, so that
the purchaser has definite proof that the
valve has not been used before it came into
his hands. The characteristic curve issued

by the makers for the R.C. 610 does not

compare well at first sight with the curves
issued for other makes of similar types of
valves. Actually Messrs. Ediswan show
a couple of inches or so of quite straight
line on the plus side, while the minus side
is occupied mostly by " bends of rectification." They could quite legitimately have
stretched out the vertical scale and omitted
most of the plus side. The curve is liable to
give the amateur who reads such things as
pictures, a rather bad impression.
As a matter of fact, the R.C. 610 works
quite well. Used in a detector position
preceding an R.C. coupled L.F. amplifier,
it provides considerable magnification and
can handle considerable strength of signals.
In the leaflet accompanying the R.C. 610
it is stated that, " It (the R.C. _610) has a
(Continued on page 534.)

STERLIING
Every Sterling Mansbridge

a special waxed foil-

dielectric-is tested to 300
volts - possesses unique

self-sealing properties

sIERLitv

whereby a puncture of the
dielectric is automatic-

ally sealed-is completely
ench sed in a strong steel
case.

Such are the fea-

tures that ensure unfailing
condenser efficiency for the
Sterling equipped receiver.

Price.

a. d.
0
22 6
0
6
0
6
00 22
3 080
0
3
00 33 42
0 310
0010
4 80
014 0
100

Full particulars on request.

lAisaRID6t
TYPE

CONDENSER
CAPACITY

irMANSBRIDGE
1

Capacity.
.01 mid.
05 mfd.
1 mfd. ..
2 mid. ..
25 mid.
3 mfd.
4 mid.
51 mid.
raid.
2
mid.
4 mid.
6 mfd.

.
.

Type Condenser employs

THE

MARCONIPHONE

COMPANY, LIMITED
(Sole Agents for Sterling Telephone and Electric Co., Ltd.)

Head Office: 210-212, Tottenham
Court Road. London. W.1
Registered Office : Marconi

House, Strand. London. W.C.2

TYPE

COND,ENSE RS
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71711111TP.VT T.ITTI

HOW MUCH DO. YOU PAY
4

WONDERFUL

FOR EXPERIENCE ?

4

VALUE

You will pay much less if you take
advantage of the accumulated knowledge and experience gained by a
firm that has been manufacturing

BRITISH
MADE

BATTERIES for FIFTY YEARS.

DULL EMITTER

BUY

VALVES

STEREtt

for

2 Volt, 1 amp.
H.F. and L.F.

5/11

4 Volt, *1 amp.
H.F. and L.F.

OUR GUARANTEE
REG. TRAIW )(ARK.

We guarantee that if any of these valves
fail to give complete satisfaction either

The Radio Battery which gives

purity of tone, we will replace them

as regards volume, sensitivity or real

STEADY PERSISTENT SERVICE

absolutely free of charge.
P.

i.

Obtainable front all Dealers.

SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO., LTD., WOOLWICH,

Sq
I"ITZROV
L.ONDON
Cconoink
ilictricYa
All
1k
A.

1.

A A-11

NOW ON SALE

°*ItJOINTS

The JUNE issue of THE

"Wireless Constructor
Edited by Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E.
Packed,

usual,

as

constructional

and

with

interesting

practical

this number includes

articles,
-

Another 44 Radiano " Receiver
A two-valver capable of doing wonders
on

the short waves and which is
-simplicity itself to construct
All

Hardware

and

Ironmongery Stores

OBTAIN YOUR COPY NOW

sell FLUXITE in
Tins, price 8d., 1:4
and 2'8.

Another use for Flux-

ite-Hardening Tools
and Case Hardening.

The "Wireless Constructor" is on sale everywhere
Price

6d.

for leaflet on
improved methods.
Ask

FLUXITE Ltd.

(Dept. 324),
Rotberhithe, S.E.18
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W.31

Neutrocon condensers. Designed for either

APPARATUS TESTED.

panel or baseboard mounting, it is provided with a long adjusting handle, and is

(Continued from page 532.)

lower impedance than the famous R.C.2
with a consequently higher amplication
The word " consequently " is
factor."
unfortunately placed, for to lower the
impedance of a valve is generally to lower
its amplification factor as well, hence the

very well made, compact and neat in appearance. It has a smooth, easy adjustment,

and amply covers the normal range. It is
impossible to short circuit the two plates
at the maximum position. The retail price
of this compaient is 3s. 6d.

comparatively -high impedances 'of "

AN IMPORTANT AMALGAMATION.

valves and the lo -mu " of output valves
where the necessity for low impedances is

The amalgamation of two leading radio

vital. That Messrs.

concerns was re-

lowered the impe-

These are R

Ediswan have

cently announced.

and increased the

amplification factor
is a double gain,

and for such they
could deservedly

However, the
at 14s., and it is
an excellent valve ;
and besides giving
good results in R.C.

Control Ltd.),

A LOUD -SPEAKER WALL JACK.

design. It will accommodate any standard
plug, and is arranged on the simple two -pole

whose photographs

Mr. J. N. 0.Rees,

L.F. stages and in
detector positions we have found it very
useful in certain H.F. stages. We are inclined to think that it is the best Ediswan
valve that has been brought forward for
some time, and this with no reflection on
the several other excellent Ediswans on the
market.
LAMPLUGH NEUTROCON CONDENSER.

Messrs. S. A. Lamplugh, Ltd., of Bir-

mingham, recently sent us one of their new

the valves against accidental burn -outs
through H.T. shorts. It is well made and

Amateurs who run extension leads for
loud speakers or telephone receivers will
be interested to learn that Messrs. A. H.
Hunt, Ltd., of Croydon, have produced
a new wall jack of a very neat, compact

111. G. Rees (director of Oliver Pell

Photo LI; nice;; &1,11.

soldering tags.
This component is for
connecting in direct series with one of the
H.T, leads to protect the filaments of

costs 2s., and spare bulbs are 9d. each.

R.I., Ltd.) and Mr.
lf:

indicator and two small terminals and

consumption of but .05 amperes or less than
that of a 06 valve. The complete device

Mr. J. Joseph (managing director of

R.C. 610 is priced

A SAFETY DEVICE.

Messrs. A. Hunt, Ltd., recently sent us
one of their " Saieit " safety fuse devices.
This is a neat baseboard mounting article
containing a "pealamp " with a red

as the pealamp provided had a filament

The directors are

ask for commendation.

will justify the optimism of its directors.

cannot fail to operate when the need arises,

Ltd.,
and the Varley
Magnet Co., and
the new company is
to be known as R.I.
and Varley. Ltd.

dance in the 610

that the future of R.I. and Varley Ltd.

Mr. J. Joseph.
are reproduced on
Photo by Elliott k Fry.
this page.
Both R.I. and Varley components will
be known to " P.W." readers as efficient,
high-class productions, and readers will no
doubt agree with us that the amalgamation
is a happy one. Both of the units in-

volved were strong ones individuallyshoulder to shoulder they should pull
their weight even better than ever. The

histories of both concerns are records of
steady progress, and we have no doubt

cut -in " plan. It is mounted longways on

a small base, and has an overall width of
but in. and a height of 1 in. Thus it can
be fitted along the side of a window or door
frame or under a window ledge. And the
plug projects sideways when inserted and is
thus safely and neatly disposed.

This wallijack is very well made, and,
with its nice nickel -plated cover, is quite
dustproof. At the price of 2s. 6d. it appears
to be reasonably priced. In operation we
found it to be efficient and it provided a
definite, clean contact.

guaranteed Components
for high efficiency Sets.
-

Guaranteed to be manufactured of materials which have secured
the approbation of experts associated with this and other journals
Ashley Components can pass any examination with distinction.

JACKS
JACK No. r. Single Circuit
(Open)

Cheaper than others they may be, but nevertheless they are a
repeated feature in many valuable sets.
1 /3
Patented construction differing

from all others and undoubtedly 2/6

JACK No. 2. Single Circuit
(Closed)

.,superior.
each
50,000 W. to a megohm. Bakelite

1/6

Base.

11,,

STANDARD TELEPHONE PLUG

JACK No.3. Double Circuit 1/9

JACKS No. 4 and 5 for Filament
Single and Double 1 /9 and 2/3
respectively

Positive in action, these Jacks were

designed by telephone engineers whose
experience in other directions has

enabled them to simplify the movements; embody refinements, and to

recommend the materials and methods
for their construction. Tags are

tinned and spread fanwise for
easy soldering.

VALVE HOLDER
This Valve Holder has been
adopted by B.T.H. for their

R.K. Loud Speakers, a tribute
to its high insulation
and
anti-capacit
properties. Bakelite.
each.

The neatest finish to any pair of leads.
Equally adaptable

to spade or pin

tags, rigid
or flexible
wire.

RESISTORS
The modern method of ensuring
correct and unvarying L.T.
Supply. Obtainable in any desired
value for inserting in circuit with
any make of valve. Guaranteed
accurate to within 2%.

The base is moulded of genuine

Bakelite, with nickelled Phosphor bronze clips, which grip with firm
contact but permit of easy

extraction.
All Standard values
ILIP each

Base

-

ASHLEY WIRELESS TELEPHONE CO. (1920 LTD.,
17, FINCH PLACE, LONDON ROAD, LIVERPOOL.
If unobtainable mention local dealer and we will send post free.

0.,,,2)
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The

66 (1 esistor 299 $
HAVE YOU BUILT THIS FAMOUS I
0
0

A GOOD TIP!

0
0
0
0

I N the " Sport of Kings" uncertainties are, of course,
common ; but if you want to
hear "The Derby" effectively
broadcast, there is one cer-

A complete set of Dubilier
Condensers and Resistances
for this set costs only 20/6.

It comprises :-

tainty you can rely upon-a
"HART" BATTERY.

For all Low and High Tension
Wireless Circuits " HART "

BATTERIES mean dependability, constant voltage and
reception at its best.

In other words, "HART"

0

0
0

BATTERIES are a tip worth

knowing when it comes to
buying batteries.

0

(Any reasonable multiple of these voltages can be used.)

Write Dept." P.W ." for full particulars, and FREE Booklet,
"The Right Way to use Your Irireless Batteries."

HART ACCUMULATOR Co. Ltd.

STRATFORD, LONDON, E.15.

2, 5Mn Grid Leaks.
1, Duvarileak 0 to 5Mn
1, Fixed Condenser 0.00025
mfd. Type 610.
* For those who already possess a

for 6d.
Ask your Dealer for these parts
or, in case of difficulty write
direct to us.

0

11/10
" RME " 5. 2 volt, 20/40 amps.
" RME" 7. 4 volt, 30/60 amps. £1 : 8 : 0
" RME " 9. 6 volt, 40/80 amps. £2 : 9 : 0

" RAY " 20 volts 14/8, 30 volts £1 : 2 : 0

clips.*

this series clip can be obtained

WIRELESS BATTERIES

HIGH TENSION TYPES

1, 0.00025 mfd. Condenser,
Type 610 with clips.
1, 0.001 ma Fixed Condenser, Type 610 with series

Type6W condenser of this capacity,

HART

LOW .TENSION TYPES

RESISTANCE -CAPACITY SET ?

DUBILIER
0
0

.1d..t. of the Duhilier Condens:r Co. 11925), Ltd., Ducon Works,
Victoria Road, North Acton, 1V.3

MC. 273

I
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Such a circuit was employed in " The Signal BOK,"
,, a three -calve receiver fully described -in " The Wireless Constructor " for May. (Now on sale, price 6d.).

The set combines distance -getting powers with' an
ability to give an enormous volume of undistorted
music from the local station.

CAUSE OF FAILING SIGNAL STRENGTH.

J. A. (near Andover, Hants).-" My reception has fallen off this summer far worse than
it did last year, and though my one -valve set
seems to be in perfect order when taken on to
other aerials it does not give any " distance "

results worth mentioning when on my own

All Editorial Communications to be addressed to The Editor, POPULAR

WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and
the amateur and the trader would be well advised to
obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents

Editor :
NORMAN EDWARDS, M.lnst.R.E.,
F.R.G.S.

Technical Editor :
G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.
Assistant Technical Editors :
P. R. BIRD.
K. D. ROGERS.
G. P. KENDALL. B.Sc.
A. JOHNSON RANDALL.
Scientific Adviser :
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.
Foreign Correspondents:
Dr. ALFRED
F. M. DELANO, Paris
GRADENWITZ, Berlin ; 'L. W. CORBETT,
New York ;
P. F. MARTIN, Italy ;
W. PEETERS, Holland.

before doing so.

Readers' letters dealing with patent questions, if sent

to the Editor, will be forwarded to our omen patent

advisers, where every facility and help will be afforded
to readers. The envelope should be clearly marked :
" Patent advice."

most ony
nd sweryi
-

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and
photographs dealing with
subjects appertaining to
wireless work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility
for manuscripts and photos. Every care will be taken
to return MSS. not accepted for publication. A

stamped and addressed envelope, must be sent with
every article. .All enquiries .concerning advertising
rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs.
John H. Lile, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London. E.CA.
As much of the information given in the columns of

this paper concerns the most recent developments in the
Radio world, some of the arrangements and specialities

A " HALE " CIRCUIT WITH H.F.

G. K. S.

AMPLIFICATION.
(Faringdon, Berks).

employing the 'Hale' circuit, with a stage of
H.F. amplification in f .ont of it ?"

5o

6o

Price 3;'6 3/6 3,'6 3/6 4!-

75 roe

150 200

250

first erected it certainly gave much better
results than now-would the trees' be likely
to cause a falling off ? "
The presence of a leafy tree near to an aerial is

often the cause of a loss in signal strength. In winter

this loss is very small because the tree is relatively
Small and dry, but as its foliage grows in summer it
may begin to " screen " a neighbouring aerial more
and more thoroughly, causing an increasing loss in
range and strength. It is very likely that in your
case the trees be heath the aerial are the cause of the
trouble, for being themselves earthed they "take
the earth up into the air," in effect, so reducing the
effective height of the aerial. An aerial that is less
screened, even if nearer to the ground. might give
far better results than the high one with trees below it.

TUNING OF A CRYSTAL SET.

(Greenwich, London, S.E.)." About two months ago we moved from one
" PUZZLED "

house in Greenwich to another one about a

mile away, and our wireless in the new house

we could use two pairs of 'phones in comfort.
but now even on one pair it is too weak to be

comfortable.
(Continued on page 538.)

BEST for ANY SET

REDUCED PRICES
25 35 40

over 40 ft. up. There are several trees growing
under it in the present position, and its
direction is roughly the same as before. When

H. G. D. _is not half so good as it used to be. Formerly

Kent),. and others.-" Where can
I get particulars of a two- or a three -valve set

Inductance Coils
No.

aerial.

" Last autumn I moved the mast round to
get more height, and now the aerial is well

300

4/-4/6 5/- 5/- 5/6 5/6

Obtainable front all Radio Dealers. In ease of
difficulty, write for illustrated leaflet to :

Do you want a dry cell L.T. battery
for your new " Portable " ? Ask your
dealer for the COLUMBIA Radio
"A" Cell. Do you want p reliable H.T.

Battery for your big set at home ?
Ask for a COLUMBIA " B " Battery.

The

No matter what your requirements,

Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London, E.C.I.

there is a COLUMBIA Battery to
meet your very need. A COLUMBIA
Battery which shilling for shilling

LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE
COMPANY & SMITHS, LTD.,

will positively give you longer-and
better-service than any other battery
manufactured.

FOR BEST RESULTS
USE

W.B.

ANTI -PHONIC

LOW LOSS
VALVE
HOLDERS
PRICE

With Terminals

2 fa

With Tinned

Soldering Tags
II unable to obtain from your dealer write direct.
LTC),

Manufactures by WHITELEY, BONEHAM & CO.,

Duke Street, MANSFIELD, NOTTS.

Columbia
High Capacity and " Layerbilt "
RADIO BATTERIES
OBTA:NABLE FROM ALL GOOD DEALERS.

Drop a card for our illustrated
and booklet-NOW !

list

J. R. Morris, 15, Kingsway, London, W.C.

4
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CENTROID
Wireless Components

CROSS-EXAMINED

Screened Coils

.,

ACCUSED OF SELLING
WELL -MADE COMPONENTS.

Ear h

C5BA 250-550 Sp lit Primary Aerial Coil 8j6
8/6
C5DA 1000-2500
C5BT 250-550
Transformer 10,C5DT 1000-2500 '9
12/.
C6B
250-550
101Secondary
C6D 1000-2500
12/C3B
250-550 Reinartz Coils - C3D 1000-2500
12/.
Prices include complete screened coil and base,
An entirely new and original method of using
III

IV

screened coils.

CENTROID lead-in and earthing switch. - 4/- each
CENTROID slow-motion dial
3/CENTROID fixed resistors complete with
base.

Any value

91

CONDENSERS
Die Cast.

Low Loss.

SINGLE - DUAL
TWO GANG
THREE
T

-

-

As a sequel to the recent increase of cheaply
priced wireless components. in the Radio

18 '6 WATMEL AUTO CHOKE

Courts Watmel Wireless Co.. Ltd., were

PRODUCED AS EVIDENCE

accused of selling,eXtremely well made wireless components, thus raising their prices above those -Of -many other firms, to the
detriment of purchasers' bank balances.

After the Prosecution had outlined the case the'Counsel for the Defence rose to
answer the charge. He said that his client had never received a single complaint
of poor workmanship or bad results. His client's policy had been and will always
be, he emphasised, that quality should predominate over price (clapping from
wireless enthusiasts interrupted the speaker here, but was promptly subdued).
Recently, Counsel explained, Watmel had_installed.verysexpensive machinery in
order to still further improve the workmanship, but this did not result hr increased
prices..

Witnesses called for Defence stated that they had used Watmel components in
their sets for years and were thoroughly satisfied with their performance. They
would neveragaln be attracted by cheaper prices into buying inferior components.
Many exhibits were produced in evidence. A noteworthy one was the iSs.
Watmel Auto Choke, which wasaliownitfcseveral cheaper makes. The superior

workmanship and design were ppitited-kut f,6 the judge, who nodded ids head sagely
and requested that a specimen Shoulebe sent to his home. After sworn statements

Square Law
10.- each
21/-

of Watniel's superior results were made by technical experts, the jury gave the
verdict to defendants without retiring. (Loud applause was beard.) The fore Man of the jury added a rider to the effectthat the jury were greatly impressed by
Defendant's evidence, and hoped that every wireless enthusiast would tree Watmel
in future for the sake of his srst. his soul, and his purse.

22'33/.

From your dealer or direct from-

and three gang arc filled with, addrhono'

THE WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD.,

balancing condensers.

ff

Obtainable through dealers
or direct from manufacturers

VERDICT FOR DEFENDANT.

332a, Goswell Road, London, E.C.1

The Camden Engineering Co., Ltd,

C le Nicene=

7.9

.

l'Oe1:8, and Cheshire Representative:

Mr. J. B. LEVEE. 23. Hartley Street. Levenshuline, Manchester.

Bayham Place, Camden Town, N.W.1

Telephone: 475 Heaton

11111101111.111S0.111M,

tile ?ail
THE

STANDARD WEI
H.T. LECLANCHF.

f'ATTERY has an irresistible
appeal due to its permanency
and wonderfully improved re-

ception. Batteries are supplied to
suit any (yea of receecer. Our pop-

ular model consisting of 60 cells

and developing 90 volts 0 1 /
is now en sale et
'"

DON'T FORGET
To take advantage of the
excellent value offered by

the June Number of

.

Varnished Mahogany tray 9'.

WET H.T. BATTERYCO,
12. BROWNLOW ST. LONDON WC1,

TEL: CHANCERY 7816

MODERN WIRELESS
The World's
Best Stories !
An Argosy story is always a good -story.
The policy of this brilliant magazine is

Which contains an unusually

fine selection of constructional
and other Radio Articles contributed

number

of

ON SALE JUNE 1st
Price I s.

Nom on Sale. Buy a copy 10-1)_1

a

leading radio experts.

to print only those stories which are
indisputably great, and written by the
acknowledged master writers of the past
and the present clay.

by

Order Your Copy Now.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(co,liPited front page 530.)

BELLING -LEE

TERMINALS

"The set is just a simple. crystal receiver
which was made by a friend. Formerly the

best place to SO the dial was 81 deg., but now
it is 100:(righttound as far as the dial will go).
Inside is a coil wound on a tube. Is there any
simple way of improving the set without much
expense ? The' earth lead is now very short-,
and the new aerial is shorter than the old one,

but it is as lour, as the property will allow it
to be, and it is higher than. the one we had

Good Reading

set (H.F., Bet., and 2. L.F.) gives fairly good
results, but will toot neutralise according to the

CASSELL'S WEEKLY

is an inspiring and instructive
journal of everything that matters in life
and letters of to -day -a kindly guide
to richer and fuller knowledge. It will
tell you what to read and ,alien to read
it. Leaders of modern thought, famous

QUERY DEPARTMENT

Illustrated Catalogue free on request.

=

- Perhaps some mysterious noise has
E
= appeared and is spoiling your radio E
=
reception ?-Or one of the batteries =
-.2
seems to run down much faster than
E

-

Whatever your radio problem may be, E remember that , the Technical Query E
E Department is thoroughly equipped to

..E.:

....]

Casselts,

E assist our readers, and offers an UN- E
_
E rivalled service.
=

The Right Non 7.7?Orcnnor

Full details, including a revised scale of
charges, can be obtained direct from

Every Saturday, 2d.

'-...'

the Technical Query Dept., " Popular

E Wireless," Fleetway House, Farringdon -,
E Street, London, E.C.4.
--7
_
= A postcard will do : On receipt of this an
Application Form will be sent to you,
free and post free, immediately. This Ez
- application will placo you under no =
=
,s-.2

e

B.

directions.
COMPLETE

MORE POOR RECEPTION
MORE BROKEN GLASSES

and Guaranteed
Broadcasting.

on

Obtainable from your Radio Dealer, or
E. LYONS LONDONl,e sE

Post Free

Hat tfri7bG.,a, 63 e6r4.

-.--HEADPHONES REPAIRED Rewound and re -magnetised 4/- per pair.
Loud

Speakers repaired 4/.: Transformers re -wound 51 each.

All work guaranteed and tested before delivery
f795.

Write for Trade Prices. Phone: Orr!:
1

MASON & CO., 44. East Rd., City Rd., N.1.
O
O

N
O

O
N
N

PLEASE be sure

7=-

-

Ei111111111116/IlltUilltItiltIMIMIPIIIMUMIM111111112111111111:

For Panel or One -If ole Fixing,
Wit h Detachable Cups for Refills.

Tested

formation wo require to have before us in

_

PERMANENT DETECTOR

NO

but having the form you will know exactly what in. E
obligation whatever,

E order completely to solve your problems. E

WONDER

FIDDLING WITH CATWHISKERS
TROUBLE TO FIX

communicating with
Advertisers. THANKS!

have bought two different

neutralising condensers, and both act their
best when all out,' hut neither has a really
sharp minimum position. One of the neutralis-

you cannot get these at your dealer's, send
your order t, us enclosing his narni.und address.

0
0
O
N

r BELLING -LEE
TERMINALS

BelLiny

,t-

Les.,

Ltd., Quernsway Wol
Middlesex.

'e:. l e.l.

CONSTRUCT YOUR WIRELESS CABINET
with one of our Cabinet Sets, only screwdriver needefl.
Set. Jacobean oak, for cabinet 12 x 8 x 8 ins., 12'6.
carriage paid. Cash with order. For other Mr.., 3,1

write ATKINSON & SPURGEON, 168,
Morning Lane, Hackney, LONDON. E.9.
PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS "
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
prices,

THE

- ONEMETER
DIX
continues its victorious career and has well earned

its title of "The Rolls-Royce of Radio Testers."
A well-known expert who uses one writes :
" May I express my utmost satisfaction with my
Dix-Onemeter which is really a most superb
instrument which I shall never cease to corn mend as it has already established its superiority
over several instruments costing more than
double the price." The Onemeter in case 55,r-.
Multipliers 6/6 each.

Send for free Booklet.

RELAYS
We have the finest Distant Control Switch for

ing condensers has small vanes, and I have
been told that 1 shall have to cut .one of the
vanes off to get a lower capacity. Will this
be O.K., or is there any other way of over-

switching your set on or off from any room.
Three types are stocked: H.T. or L.T. Control

coming the difficulty ? "

the fraction of a second and at the moment of
operation only. Either type 15/- each and ready
to work. 4 -pin plug and socket, with control
switch, 4/- only. Weston Moving Coil Relays

The capacity may be reduced by removing one of
the vanes from the condenser, and this can often he
done by dissembling it, without actually cutting the
plates.
Alternatively, you might try connecting the spare
neutralising condenser in series with the other one,

though in this case the wiring must be kept very
short and the leads to the neutralising condensers
spaced as far as possible from the neighbouring
components and wiring.
Yet another plan is to increase the actual grid -to -

to

mention " POPULAR
WIRELESS" when

all the best battery eliminators, and embodies
the essentials which make the perfect terminal

Is Your Set "Going Good"?

= - formerly ?-.-Or you want a Blue Print ?

HALE CIRCUITS
CIRCUITS & all
FOR REFLEX
CRYSTAL CIRCUITS

terminal is used by the manufacturers of

_7=

fc

IMPERIAL

Patent No. 243921.
Regd. Design No. 715424.

Belling -Lee terminals are included in all the
famous P.M. circuits described in " Radio for
the Million.' In addition the Belling, -Lee

Standard Mode: (Bakelite -insulated)
(Type 11) 9d. each.
Standard Model (Non -insulated)
(Type M) 6d. each.

THE TECHNICAL

E

writers, and great publicists, all contribute
to its pages. It is a paper of the highest
educational value. Buy it regularly.

Ccided

for their
famous
PM
Circuits

Buy a fixed condenser marked -0002 (it will
cost only a shilling, or thereabouts) and connect one
side of this to the aerial terminal, and the other side
to the earth terminal. Then re -tune, and probably
you will find that the set has regained most or all of
its former strength.

UNABLE TO NEUTRALISE.
S. T. B. ( Richmond, Yorks). -" My four -valve

-

Mullard

length.

to
and

by

before."
Apparently all that is wrong is that the set. is not
tuning properly with the new aerial. It appears to
need a larger coil, or snore turns on the present- one ;
but a simple way of obtaining the same effect is to
use a small fixed condenser to increase the wave-

A Guide

T. p'S

Recommended

plate capacity, so as to bring it within the range of
the neutralising condenser. For this purpose, all
that is required is a short lead of Glazite or other
well -insulated wire on the grid terminal of the
valve holder, and another short lead on the plate terminal. Three or four incites on each terminal is
ample, and these leads should then be twisted together

(Continued on next page.)

and the Master Spring -drive. The H.T. is in the
Loud Speaker --Anode circuit ; the L.T. is fed
off L.T. Batt. and takes 6 mla or the tenth of one
valve to operate. The Master takes 4 volts for

usually

soh our Sale price 25'-.

highest grade
APPARATUS ofandthe
accuracy in stock

by leading makers at a tenth of cost. Send
us your kind inquiries and we shall certainly
find something to meet your requirements.
We carry large stocks and can still supply
many lines advertised at bargain prices. If
you cannot call at our showrooms, send 4c1.
for our

elaborately

illustrated

catalogue

to

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, Upper Thames St., E.C.4
'Phone: City 0191.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
(Continued front previous page.)
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IMPORTANT

LEADING OROF
LISSEN, G.E.C., BURNDEPT.,

WEARITE, DUBILIER, EDISON BELL, COSMOS, MUL
LARD, COSSOR. EDISWAN,
aT.H., MARCONI, STERLING,

-thus acting as a -very small fixed condenser;
(Needless to say, it is important to keep the
wires insulated from each other, and not allow them

to touch.)

ADVANTAGES OF LOOSE COUPLING.

R. D. H. (Southampton).-" I understand
That besides the advantage of greater selectivity, a coupled aerial arrangement gives an
increased tuning range for any stated tuning
condenser, as compared with a direct -coupled
Is this so ?
td1C.

Yes, it is true tint, apart from other advantages,
the timing range is increased by means of a loose -

'coupled aerial.

Vili011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110.1

VALVES AND SCREENED COILS.

K

K.

R AY -m 0 N Di CALLER'S COLUMN

27 A. 213A, LISLE ST.,
2;

ADD 2d. IN EACH 1,'- ,OR
PART) FOR POST ORDERS
FROM THIS COLUMN (POST
FREE OVER 10/-).

GAMBRELL,MAGNM,
EVER- LEICESTER SQ.,W.C.2 PoST ORDERS must inbe value
not
READY, RESISTR, T.C.C.,
less than
,(6
IGRANIC, FERRANTI, LEW- Hours: 9.15 to 7.45.
Back of
Theatre.
FROM THIS COLUMN.
9 to 8.45 Nearest Tube. Leicester Square NOT
COS.
"J.B." BENJAMIN. Sunday
SENT
ABROAD.
'Phone: Gerrard 4637.
LOTUS, NEWSY, /WE, C.E. Sunday: 11 to 1
PRECISION, EUREKA, UTIL.
ITY, PORNO, BOWYER-LOWE,
COLVERN, R.I.. PEERLESS.
T.T.C. ETC.. ETC.

AERIALS. -100 fc. 7/22

SETS REPAIRED or RECONSTRUCTED Hard drawn. 1/11. Extra
Low Charges.heavy. 2/2. Phosphor 49
Panels Drilled.
strands. 1/.._ Electron

PORTABLE 5 Valve Sets FORMO or PLUTON S.L.F. Mocked,
rubber rings' -(t2a ft.

:11.,ahl,..rIiN1j0w01,,ta!li

Guaranteed for Very
twoEconomical,
years

Entirely

.

_contained.Self
.

CELESTON LOUD SPEAKER INCORPORATED.
Switch 5 X X or local at will. 'Range 400 miles 5 X X
60 miles local. Perfect L.S. strength. Weight 30 lbs.
(approx.)
Make broadcasting a joy, any old time, any old place
park, river, motoring, London, country.

Id)
£30.
Price (Tax paACCITMULAT6R9.
NEUTRALIZING

xa 8

su-a.nds), total 100 ft. 4(6.
Q.V., 2,6. Rubber Lead-in,
highest quality, 10 yds.
1/-: 10 yds. 1./3; 10 yds.
1/6. BaOsilitheavy, 2d. and

Bd. yd.11. B. Twin Flex
(hest), 6 yds. 10d.; 12
yds. 1/6; 36 yds. 4/, rim
Hooks, 2 for lid. Egg in -

eulators, 2 for 110. Ins.
716 Staples,4 a ld.Earth Tubes,

Copper, extra value, 2/3.
Climax, 5/. (also at 216).
EASY rrx AERIALS,
dial and knob. 7/11. with 2 insulators and lead 1/3.
EBONITE
2-v. 40, 7111; 2-v. 60, EDDYSTONE AGENT, w;
CONDENSERS.
A.
Steels
Peto-Scott, 5/-, 6/3, 7'6. 916; 2-v, 80, 12/6; 2-v. Short-wave.i Cio,i4s;. X . g: GRADE
sixes, 6 x 6 and 7 x 5,
Osmond, 4/.. Bowyer -Lowe, 100, 14/6; 4.-v, 40,'13111;
8 ax 86,2/9;
1/6;129 xx 6,
6,
71-. Magnum, 5/.. Service, 4-v. 60, 17/11; 4-5. 80, 20.75 -Nt.. 2'19; Ito. 9 1.3
1/9
10
2/6, 3/6. McMichael, 419. 23/6; 6-v. 60, 26/6; 6-v. 32.90 M., 31!-; No. 12,
12 x 8. 3 6. 12 x 9'
3/a. No. 15,
,,,,,
Reaction
Reaction (Ormond) -0001, 80, 35/6. ALSO another 50,140
, 14 x 7,
. 4(6.
/
'
ALSO'
good make, 1/6 extra on eo.200 m.. 3/6. Short- CUT
4/TO SIZE while you
"-'
each of above. Post 11 -each wave
Unit. 4 Interchange- wait at id. per sq. inch
RADIO MICRO
AMERICAN CABINETS. able Coils of Special Con- 3/16th and id. sq. inch
(Guaranteed genuine).
to 200 .for I in. Special cheap
15
3.5-v. 06a., G.P., 5 / 11 ; oak, Hinged Lid, Base- st ruction,
1-8-v. 2-a., G.P.. 5/11 board. 8 x 6 x 8, 6/11; metres. 1516 the Unit panels fer Crystal Sets.
Eddystone TERMINALS.
locket
3-5-v. 1-a., Power, 9/6 10 x 8 x 8, 7/11; 12 a 8 complete.
a 8, 9/-,i10/6 (also extra Safety Lead-in, 316. W.O. Pillar, ''PhOne, 1/1-13-v. 2-a., Power, 10/6
Post 6d. each per valve good quty, '14/6). Post Set of 4 Absorbos, 213. doz. (3 for 4d. with N.
and
W.);
Brass
do.,
10d.
Send
for
lists.
CLIMAX SPECIAL CHOKE, 1/6 each.
10/6. Potential Divider, 5/, ME DUNHAM ALL- PETO SCOTT STOCKIST doz.. (i.a. each with N.
and W.), all high quality.
H.F. Choke for all wave WAVE " TUNER will
HELLESEN
lengths, 8/6. Autobat enable you to dispense (post free),66-v.,12/6;99.v. Valve -Phis, with nuts, 2 a
Transformer, D.W. Model, finally with troublesome 21/, Grid Bias. 9-v., 2/-; 10. Ormond Screws, 6 or
6d. dozen with
39/6. S.W., 2716. Earth Vernier coil -holders and sets iti-v., tapped li.v., 112. 4 B.A.,washers
12 a 10.
Tube, 5'-.
.1 coils. It is adaptable to sEtORT - WAVE nuts,
Red and Black Spades,
PINSTON SCREENED COILS. any set already made, and DAD/AND
at side, 31d. pr.
B.B.O. Aerial Coil, 5/6. covers all wave lengths from Cons, June M. Original screw
Plug
and
Socket,
Red or
Split Primary H.F. Trans- 150 to 2,000 metres, and Components.
Wander
Plugs,
- former, with reaction, 716. is complete with reaction. List Price, £5 2s. Od. Black, 31d.
or Black,
31d.
pr.
SS. H.E.T., 7,6. Reinartz, " AHwave "Tuner, 916, Post Free, £4 6s. 00. Red
(Large,
good).
'Phan,
7/6. 5XX, above, 516, 7/6, Complete with full instrueld.
Flash
11/, Screen and 6" -Pin 1(050 and blue prints. FULL DETAILS FREE Connectors,
sockets and nuts, 4
Base, 91-. Huston Monothal THIS MAGNIFICENT ilEADPIIONES,all4,600 panel
for 4d. 10d. dozen.Iris
B s;s
Coils, 9/. each. Base. 116. mr.-N. & K. Standard Spade Tags, 6 a 10. Nickel
All British Six, 10/6 each. s wO-VALVE SET ohms.
N.
&
K.
Pattern,
7/11
pr.
Solder
Tags, 4 a ld. 2
B.B.C., 14/6, each 5XX.
and
4
B.A.
Rod,
3d.
foot.
Genuine, new lightweight,
EVER - READY H.T.
11/6, 13/6. Dr. Nesper, Nickel Valve Legs and
Popular 66-v., 9/6; Do.,
10.; 8d. dozen. Step
10/6 and 12/13. Tele- Note,
15)6. Standard
108-v.,
funken, adjustable genuine Pins, 2 a Id. H.T.
66-v., 12-6; 108-v.. 211-;
model),
14/11. BATTERIES. No cheap
(20/L.T.3, 716 (41-v.).. Flash
Brunet,11 /9, 12/11, 14/6, and nasty batteries sold
Lamp, 4-5, 6/. dozen. Grid
3 models. Eric:swot (C,n- here; only highest quality
lowest prices. Adice
Dias 9 Tapped live 21,
tinental) E.V., 1/11 Ktie. at
SET AS SHOWN.
(Trade test award best
USUAL LINES STOCKED.
ALL PARTS ENCLOSED IN. TillITII Featherweight,
Olen)
60-v., 6/-; 100-v.,
Brown's_iown's
11.'9.
60-v., 5/6;
A Type (Reed), 30:- 100-v., Therla,
BROWNIE.
Distribution
£4
:
19
:
6
10/-. Everready,
Stenins.
20/B.T.H..
15/,
-,
Board, 3;- No. 2 Crystal
66-v
9/6; 108-v 15,6'
106; 5XX
Set,
from
5/, 1.5
SET
ONLY
..,& 5 i_ LOW LOSS SQUARE LAW Others
mounted, 2/9; Brownie N
L.T.
Hellesen's,
2;6;
2 one complete with head-Carriage
TAH PAID.
-= 2/6.
Adico, 1/8; B.T.II., 2-;
O003
and
'0015
and
Packing,
phones, aerial, 5XX Coil, With Power and
Flag , 2/!: British, 1/6.
post free, 21/-. Without D.S.1Valve5, 2 t - .. ms 59/6
411 each. FLASH
LAMP. 4-5
coil, 18/11, post free.
co' 4 id., 4/3 doz.
By Posb 5/11 Adi
British, 64., 3 for 1/3.
CRYSTAL & 1 -VALVE f at rot e and -Parkin 3/6.
THE NEW No. 3
With Vernier SOLDER, with Resin,
AMPLIFIER (L.P.), in
I/. extra.
2d. foot. 1/16 sq. Bus
handsome polished cabinet,
Bar, 2 ft. 10. Tinned
tested for use, 22/6; Post S L F CONDENSER
BRETWOOD.-Grid Leek copper, 16 and 18 gauge,
(Willi D.E. valve,
1/6.
9d. per i-lb. D.C.C.,
30/-.) Or Complete Set, '08025, 5/6. '00035, 541.
3//6; with con- round, 20
gauge, Bd.; 22
-lb.
Valve, H.T., L.T., units, *9905, 6'-.
4" Dial. denser, 4/6. Anode. 316. Igauge,
9d.; 24 gauge,
aerial equipment,
5XX
PARTS.
10d.;
26
gauge, 11d., 28
coil, 45/11. Pest 2/-: SETS
OF
COMPONENT
gauge, 1/.; 30 gauge, 1/2.
Extraordinary Offer!
RADIAN() " THREE." Original Component Parts. MANSBRIDGE
CONCARBORUNDLTM.
Post free £4 125. 6d. DENSERS.
List price, £5 5s. 10d.
" Hydra ''
Detector only (No. 30), 8!-. 2.,VALVE REINARTE (" P.W." ) List price. 49/-. 1 mid-, 2/9; 2 mid.,
3,9.
Stabilising Detector Unit, post free, 44/, " A.W." BALLOT. Original Parts. 0.1 , 1/9 ; 25 and 5, 2/3.
with No. 30 Detector, 12/6. Total list price, £4 15s. Post free, 85/- EDISWAN SWITCHES on Porcelain
Post
free,
price,
91/5.
- T..T.S." B.F. Chokes, R.C. THREESOME. List
D.P.D.T., 1/3; S.P.D.T ;
W.I.
to 4,000 metres, £3 19s. 6d. MONODIAL RECEIVER. List price, Bid. and 101d. Sound
absolutely reliable, 4/6, £8 4s. 9d. Post free, £7 7s. ELSTREE SOLO. q utility. Panel switches,wit
with
post
free.
Total,
A13
2s.
Original
parts.
TransDYNE
5.
Post 3d.
H.F.
Ebonite handle,worth double
D.P.D.1.1/6.
NELSON P.M. Post free, £6 10s. S.P.D.T.,11-;
formers, Harrel type, stan- A11
dard fitting, 300/600 or LODGE " N " CIRCUIT, including -Silvertown Trans- inaatie-g.
Tape,
41d.
1,100/3,000, 5/6 ea. Try former, post free, 32/6. 111.C.3 List price, 98/6. Post
copperfoit, 4d. foot (6 in,
these against higher priced free, 85/-. BABY BALE. List price, 6614. Post wide).
/
Grid- Bias Clips,
H.D.L.3.
List
price,
£7
4s.
3d.
Post
free,
5716.
goods.
6d. Panel Brackets, 91d.,
Shorting Phu,
MAGNETIC MICRO- free for £6 65. ALL -WAVE REINARTZ, Post 11. pr. PERMANENT
PHONE BAR AMPLI- free, 36/-. DI.C.4.- List price, £7 12s. 6d. Post 3d.

With handsome
4"

TRIOLITE

By Post

-

=

The primary and neutralising windings of

= most of the standard screened coils and OTHER
= TYPES OF INTERVALVE COUPLING UNITS
= were designed primarily to suit the more freely-

= oscillating valves of the 6 -volt range (a few
= examples are the D.E. 5b, S.T. 61, P.M. 5R,
= H. 512, D.E. S H.F., etc.), and it sometimes
= happens that others, notably the 2 -volt types,
= may lead to difficulties and poor signals.
= In such eases the use of at least 90 volts H.T.

= will sometimes help materially, and it is also
= worth while to try the effect of extra capacity
= between the plate and grid of each H.F. valve.
= Connect an ordinary neutralising condenser
= between these points and. set it to about half its
= total capacity. Then neutralise with the neutra= losing condensers proper in the usual way.
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CALCULATING CONDENSER IMPEDANCE.
" EILARYNE EXPERIMENTER" (Hayward's

Heath, Sussex). -s' For carrying out some
experiments with the Filad3me circuit, I

should like to be able to calculate the impedance of a fixed condenser. 41414., can this
be ascertained ? "
The formula for calculating the impedance (Z)
et a condenser is

f. C.

where f - the frequency (number of cycles per
second),
C = the capacity of the condenser in farads,
and 7= 314150.
It will be seen that frequency plays an important
part in the result, showing that iu a receiving set
a condenser's impedance depends partly upon the
wave -length that is being received.
As the practical application of the formula may
not be perfectly clear, the following example shows
how to find the impedance of a '005 condenser when
worliing at 300 metres.
Translating the above formula into

practical

terms, Z will be in ohms, and as sr = 314159, 2'r
will be approximately 628. A wave -length of 300
metres represents a frequency of one million (as
ether waves travel 300,000,000 metres per second) ;
and, finally, it should be noted that the condenser
value (C) must be in farads, not microfarads.
The equation thus becomes
1
Z ten ohms) 6.28 x 1,0(10,000 x -000000005.
Simplifying this, we get
Z (ohms)

6.28 x .005
1

0314
= 31.8 ohms.

This, then, would be the impedance at the fre-

.

egavney named, and, from the particulars given, ether
values of .condenser and frequency may be worked

tut at will.

READERS' ADDRESSES.

Will the following readers, who have sent
letters with insufficient addresses, please
communicate main wills the Technical Query
Department ?

S. D. Ashworth, P. Flexen, M. C. Ward,
- Coldwell; H. C. Elliott, T. R. Parry, J. S.
Laker, M. J. Caton, A. C. Smith, J. G. Wood,
H. Youles, W. S. Purcell, A Perkins, A. W.
Lloyd, W. Staples, A. F. Fitch.
(Continued en next page.)
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RESISTON PANELS.ADPHONES.

1

2n

'"

.

'

/

Coil Carriage and lackmg. 51-., ,
.

.

.

rt. NI a N 33,

'

FIER.

No

Valves.

No free, £6 135. 60.

DETECTORS. Red Dia

Batteries.
No fragile parts FULL DETAILS OF ABOVE AND lilenrd. (a topper),
2/, Lien
(latest, cannot be
or
distortion.

Complete

equalled), 2/6. Brownie,
Amplifier. 313/-.
MANY OTHERS FREE.
3/-. Enclosed Kay Ray,
STANDARD WET H.T. LISSEN PARTS. Variable Grid Leak, 2/6; 11- 1/3.
Service 'Micro
HATTERIES.Econemical,
Lissenstat,
1016;
Major,
7/6;
Minor,
3/-;
Fixed
Leaks,
maer, with crystal, 2;9,
110
eharging, permanent, - i
4/6.
CRYSTALS.
Super 1/-;
-002
to
Valve
-holder,
1/-;
Mica
Condensers,
in action. S120 11 in.
is
116; L.E. or H.F. Choke, 10/-; Switches, 2 -way rife, 1/6; Shaw's sealed
by 18 in. 84 volt. 60 cell 006,
by
sd., 1'-;
key, 1/6; S.P.P.
Pull, 2/6; D.P.D.T.P. Pull, 2/6; genuine Hertzite,
battery. Complete sets of Rheostats,7-35
ohms
1/6.
HEADHEAD 2/6 each; Lis -set -Lola., 13/6; Weray,
components, 21/, A stern- L.F. ,. aus1o
PHONE CORDS. Good,
dard wander plug can be
11. 1/3, 1/6. L.S. Cords,
in every cell. JAM BE SURE
1/iiii 1/9. 4 -way H.F. and
113
1/3 per doe; Saes No. 1, OF NAME K RAYMOND L.T. Leads, 1/9,2/, Lewcos
1/6 per doz.; Sacs No 1
Stocked. COIL PLUGS.
-

,

with Terminals, 2/3

0,6."
,

per LEADING WEST -END DISTRIBUTORS or Ebonite

on

Hass,

60.,

doz; Sacs No. 2, 3'. per ORDIOND. Square Law Low -Loss. 0005. 9/6; 71d. Lotus, 80. BurneFriction Tones, 1/9. Low Loss,
doz.; Sacs No, 2, with -0003, 8/6 (1/6 each less no vernier).
Terminals, 3;9 per doz.; Geared, 0005, 15/-; 0003, 14/6; 00025, 13/6. 81d. Panel, 61d. Various
Zincs (new model), 1;- per Straight Line Frequency Friction Geared, stocked. GEARED COIL
S.L.E., 0005, 121-; STANDS. 2 -way, 2/3,
doz.; Rubber Bands for -0005, 20'-; 09035, 19/6.
insulating 12 No. 1 Sacs, -00035, 11/. SQ. LAW LOW -LOSS DUAL, 0005, 2/6, 2/11 up. 3 -way,
6d. box; Ditto, 12 No. 2 16;- each. Filament Rheostats, Dual, 2/6; 6 grand value, 5/11. Back
Sacs, 60. box.; Electro- ohms -or 30, ohms, -2/, potentiometer, 400 ohms, of panel from 2111. All
lyte, sufficient for 20 yells, 2,6. Standard, '43005, 51.; -0001 Reaction, 4/-; ebonite. D.S.C. WIRE
ad. BOOKLETS FREE. Air Dielectric, 2/-; Neutralising, 4)-; Neutro- IN VARIOUS SIZES
ALT,CARRIAC,E FORWARD dyne, 2/-; Twin Gang, -0005, 32/-; Triple, 401-, STOCKED.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS -AND ANSWERS
(Continued from previous page.)

2 -VALVE

SAFETY FIRST.

LOUD SPEAKER BARGAIN.

S. K. (Plumstead, Woolwich, London,
S.E.).-" Although I: have fitted an earthing

switch to my aerial, which is always connected

to earth (outside the house) when the loud
speaker is not in use, my wife is still nervous

of thundery weather. Is there any other
precaution I can take ? . Frankly, I do not
think- there can -be` any risk at all, as the
telephone wires have never given any trouble,

and they are longer and just as high as the
aeriJ. But if there is -any other precaution
I can adopt, I should like to take it in order

You should not pay more than
1/3 for a fixed resistor when you
get a " Peerless" for that sum.
" Peerless " is not only the trade

to give an -additional feeling of security."
Besides the' earthing switch, you can fit a " lightning -arrester" or "earth-arrester"device, which

name-it is a complete descrip-

tion. The base is moulded from first-class insulation

that will not break. The Former is cut from a
strong impregnated material that atmosphere does
not affect. Each turn of wire is wound, tightly and
evenlyit will not loosen after a while. Terminals
are fitted, but soldering tags are also provided in
case you wish to use them. A spring arm is now
supplied free with each resistor 'so that 'the exact
resistance for a particular valve can be found
and " fixed."

"PEERLESS"

FIXED RESISTOR
From all good dealers or direct.

BEDFORD ELECTRICAL & RADIO
COMPANY, LTD.,

22, Campbell Road, Bedford.

LOUD - SPEAKERS, HEADPHONES,
H.T.ACCUMULATORS. AnythingWireless.
Send a list of the parts you are requiring, and we
will send you a quotation on monthly payments.

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
Gt. Portland St. W.1,

Phone: Museum l414

SOLODYNE AND MONODIAL.

We have a very limited number of the Blueprints of
the wiring diagrams for these sets, and they may be
obtained from us at the following, prices:Post Free.
SOLODYNE BLUEPRINT - - 2;6
-

acts automatically -and is always in circuit, whether
the set is in use or not.
Several varieties are on the market, the principle
on which they work being, as follows :

Two terminals are provided, one being connected
to the existing aerial and the other to the existing
earth lead. When connected up the instrument
almost, but not quite. joins the _aerial to the earth,

leaving a very small air -gap interposed between these
two.
Any wireless currents flowing in the aerial cannot
cross this air -gap, and they are thus -passed through

the leads to the set in the ordinary way. But If
the aerial became suddenly charged during a storm,
the resultant heavy current would easily bridge
and spark across the intervening gap, rather than
pass along the comparatively long pathway provided
by the coil inside the set.

H.T. FOR THREE-VALVER.
" IGNORAMUS " (nr. Pelaw).-" Will dry
batteries of the flash -lamp type do for ILT

just as well as the more expensive large
batteries ? I have been told by a friend

-EASY PAYMENTS-

MONODIAL BLUEPRINT -

.

This highly efficient 2 -Valve
Loud -Speaker Set is the finest
wireless value ever offered.

It gives a volume and quality of tone unattained
by any instrument of a similar price and is the
essence of -simplicity. Fitted with coils covering
all the British wave -lengths, including Daventry,
THE CABINET is of beautifully polished Oak, &

all components are of the highest quality. Dull

Emitter Valves with patent valve holders, Sc,;
Battery, -2 -volt accumulator and complete Aerial
Outfit. LOUD SPEAKER of exclusive design
with unique magnetic system and
7
improved mica diaphragm. Price
Of
TERMS : Our Bargain
Price Is for deferred pay.
firoved
ments. Send 10/6 now, &
Olciency

76

complete purchase in 14
monthly payments of 10/6
If you wish to pay cash, 5
per cent discount is allowed

Catalogue Post Free.

Up-to-date Crystal & Valve
sets at keenest prices.
J. G. Graves Ltd. Sheffield
A¢Provra

who uses them that flash -lamps are just -as
good, but the dealer who sold me the valves
strongly advised me against the small cells,

saying they last no time at all.'['he set is
a nice three-valver, and I don't want to
'spoil the ship for a ha'porth of tar,' or
to throw money away unnecessarily.. Which
type do you recommend ? "
Probably your friend's good opinion

of flash -

lamp cells is due to the fact that he uses them for a
By using a
three-valver you will need more H.T. current than
he does, and the cells that give good service in his
one -valve or possibly a two -valve set.
case Would be unsuitable in yours.

-

We recommend the use of a double or treble -

capacity H.T. battery, as advised -by the dealer.

1/8

TRANSFORMERS REWOUND

Transformers, 'Phones, Loud Speakers repaired to maxi,
mum efficiency. All one price, 4;- post free. A 12 months'
guarantee accompanies each repair. Your transformer
can also be rewound to multi -ratio type. Write giving
particulars. Trade invited.
AFFAIRS , IS. LTNKS 110/1.1, TOOTING. LONDON, c W

BUILD THE SOLODYNE

ELSTBEE VI
MONODIAL
DOWN

ETC.

If you *wish to make sore of getting one, send your
relil:qiI2CC to -day.

TECHNICAL NOTES.

THE CONSTRUCTONE PUBLISHING CO..
37, Drury Lane, London, W.C.

-H.T.
POROUS POTS, JABS, SACSThe Pioneers of the Square Glass Jar aro nosy
manufacturing a Porous Pot, highly efficient, size
2 in. by 1 in., guaranteed fining. Non-conductive
Jars, Sacs, Zincs, Terminals, Enamels, Wax, Cases,
Rubber Rings, etc. Everything for Wet H.T. in stock.
Prices (per doz.) : Jars, 1/- to 2/1; Porous Pots
(filled), 3/.; 'Sines, 10d. to 1/6; Sacs, 1/3 to 3/-,
Non -solder Zinc connectors a speciality,
All sizes.
Send 11,d.' stamp for Price List and Instructions.
Carriage and Pocking extra.-BON/NOTE,V11, or

(Continued from page 524,)

which have as little external field as possible :

there are several such types of coil now
available, but I will deal with this matter
in more detail on another occasion.

Keep terminals tight.

(Jan. 30th), got a fine concert from Leipzig ;
Viennese play front Hamburg; the Fire Music from
the " Valkyrie" (from au unknown station); and also
a dramatic recital from some place, sports news, etc.

All

wordings. Ask your dealer

for them or write for list to
MONEY HICKS 8° MILLS
2, Gray's Inn Road, W.C.1
and Wimbledon.

Rd. Dn. 716954

Only

2d.
each

ACCUMULATORS
ON EASY PAYMENTS

High -Tension Accumulators built up from 20 -volt
sections (15).- each). Example 60 -volt 11.T 451.
CASH, or 12(6 DOWN and 6 monthly payments
of 6)-. Carriage Paid. Satisfaction er money
back. Write for Lists to DEPT.
DIRECT SUPPLIES LTD.,

23

Warwick Row COVENTRY

,[1111111111MIM

Any Wireless Goods sup.
plied on easy PaYments-

.e Ltd.. 2A,
sle Street,

At.

BATTERY CORDS
6-tag y.

4 -way.

3

-Pr

PhIRTO

I

PARTS

VERY HIGHLY INSULATED.

Each wire ad ifferent colour.

6 -way.

7 -way.

8 -wall.

3/6
2/7
2/3
4/2
Sent C.O.D. The Best on the Market- - FLEXIBLE
ELECTRIC CORDS LTD. PONDERS END. MIDDLESEX.

REMARKABLE OFFER
CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from page 530.)

the most handsome and upto-date terminal indicators.

ouotntr,oge haw.

mentioned above, it is desirable to use coils

THE ETON GLASS BATTERY. CO., 46, ST.
MARY'S ROAD, E.10.. The actual makers.

Radiodomes

S

Last Sunday I started at 11 a.m. with the gramophone records front Radio -Paris ; the service and
sermon, which I quite enjoyed (I am, by the way, a
French' teacher), and the midday concert. In the
evening I received about five different foreign programmes, including, I believe, an orchestral concert
from Cologne (through ,the Langenberg station)
at 7.15 at very good lotid-speaker strength ; from
Leipzig

Theory."

I

also heard the

talk

on

'

Einstein's

I also receive the Saturday midday concerts from
I think you will agree that this is not a bad performance, and that this cireuit is one which can be
thoroughly recommended. 'Thai* you
Radio -Paris.

Yours faithfully,

Elm Cottage.. Hotly Walk,
EtifIcki Town.

A. 0. NORTHFIELD.
.

ENGLISH DULL EMITTER VALVES

2 -volt '06 H.F.
2 -volt 'Off L.P.
2 - volt Power '34.
All guaranteed.
(Uncle Tom) PAYNE & HORNSBY, LTD.,

5,-

each.

All one price 5/-.

RokerAv..SUNDERLAND. Camden St., NORTH SHIELDS.
10, Queen Victoria St., LEEDS. Gallowgate, NEWCASTLE ON -TYNE.
3d extra

(All postal orders to Newcastle, Dept. 2.)

per valve for postage must be included.

BUILD A LOUDSPEAKER
wrra unit
SEAMLESS MOULDED CONE

roit. Patent
and DOUBLiPE-ACTING25069 REED UNIT,
or a LISSENOLA, or DROWN A, you can
successfully construct an ultra -efficient Loud.
Speaker. Specialities separately or complete.
Illustrated lists and full particulars for stamp.
GOODMAN'S, 27 FARRINCDON ST., E.C.4.
Also Spencer's Stores ,4-5,M asntt. s Ave, E.0 .2.
1

WHEN replying to advertisements
TV please mention "Popular Wireless"
to ensure prompt attention. THANKS!
It lt

May 2;3111, 1027,
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It's the old story
of the chain!

Consider every link when you
choose radio valvesifilook for special
features check correct construction,
constancy, current economy, char-

acteristicsBut decide by the filament! . . . upon
this vital part depends the value you
receive for your money.

Demand a big filament, a tough
filament-a filament that cannot be
broken except by the very roughest
handling

.

. .

THE WONDERFUL MULLARD
P.M. FILAMENT
This supreme filament will serve you a
thousand times round the clock and then continue the same perfect operation as when new.

Obtainable in a complete range of Mullard
P.M. Valves to give improved results in all
circuits.

Mullard
THE MASTER. VALVE

The best valve operation is secured

by a long filament. Look at the
sectional view of the P.M. 5X shown
at-ove.

Note the great length and

thickness of the wonderful P.M.
Filament . .
combined with
the Mullard Matched El.:ctrode
System, means more and better value
for your money.

ADVT. THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO. LTD., MULLARD HOUSE, DENMARK STREET, W. C.

IV
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COMPONENTS
These components, some of which incorporate
the famous Bi-duplex winding, are the result of
the combined resources of two firms, who are

making, and will continue to make, every
effort to produce better wireless components
and accessories without an increase in price.
Success has already rewarded these efforts, and

actual experiment has proved that these first
new components are considerably better than
anything which has yet been produced.

Kingsway House, 103, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Telephone:

Holborn 5303.
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